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Travel BidsEFfscrive
PE6-2nJ

SMOKING1
PIWMTOb in 

RAISED AREA
ONLY!

! 'Î
»H By Stéphane Comeau

The University administration 
is inviting proposals from both 
Maritime Marlin Travel and 
Travel CUTS for the leasing of 
office space in the SUB.

UNB Vice-President Finance 
and Administration, James 
O'Sullivan says that he is 
"looking forward to seeing how 
the two bids compare."

O'Sullivan will be on the lease 
committee, evaluating the bids, 
along with four others who are: 
Associate V.P. Garland, SUB 
Director Kim Norris, Mr. John 
Webster Head of Audio-Visual 
Services, and Student Councillor 
Wayne Carson.

Proposals should be received 
by the Committee by February 
iOth, and O'Sullivan hopes a 
decision will be reached by the 
end of March.

V.P. O'Sullivan said that if the 
decision is obvious it would 
likely be made by the Lease 
Committee itself, however, "if 
it's a tough or controversial deci
sion, I would take if to the Board 
of Governors".

Kasis Hedinger, Regional 
Manager of Travel Cuts, was 
"glad to be given the chance to 
present Travel Cuts' case." She 
hopes that their expertise in the 
area of student travel will shift 
the decision to Travel Cuts' 
advantage.

Sandra Brown, manager of the 
Maritime Marlin office in the 
SUB is counting on her office's 
experience and long standing 
record of good service to the uni
versity community to keep them 
in the SUB. "In eight years we're 
only received two complaints", 
she says.
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CP informsstudents in SUB cafeteria of new smoking policy.:
i yü New smoking Policy in SUB

If Me air ain't clean... In ijowr neigh-hor-hooJ... 
Who yd gonna call ?... ^ «A 0On the following Monday and areas that serve the students &

Tuesday, February 6th and 7th, public, because of the threat
The beginning of February will begin enforcing the smoking presents to a persons

£££ Zke teTuB Z »? asking people ,o either health.
oTbmaryF smokmg fn £ g Ü1™ “ ™ lea™ »= “fe-
cafeteria has been restricted to the na‘ 
raised platform only. Through
out the rest of the building 
smoking has been restricted to 
the hallways only.

New Policy

By Jayde Mockler SMOKEBUSTFRS!

PUT IT OUT, 
REEEEAl slow...

Many students are upset about 
the new smoking policy in the 
cafeteria. Nqrris and the board of 
directors realize that people are

fillThis second step towards a 
smoke free S.U.B. follows the
banning of smoking in the Blue not going to accept these new 
Room and many of the S.U.B. changes quickly and that there 
offices last winter. Mr. Norris will most likely be resistance to 
hopes to have the S.U.B. com- the change, 
pletely smoke free sometime in He hopes, though, that people

On Thursday and Friday, the near future. . .
February 2nd and 3rd, S.U.B. The reasons behind this policy icy and co-operate, because he 
staff and campus police will be follow a 1988 decision by the believes that sooner or later there 
around to explain the new rules university safety & health com- will be no smoking allowed in 
to all those using the cafeteria, mittee to ban smoking in any the SUB anywhere at a ._______
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nstudents who hope to find a job this 
Apathy kills. Let's let our 

voices be heard in Ottawa. Either by 
postage free letters to your M.P. or a 
talk to your student union or however 
you want to protest it, do ill If you 
protest when the term is over you will 
be too late. The bureaucratic wheels 
will have been set into motion and 
there won't be any stopping them.

is not.
I am finishing off my letter with an 

apology to the team. I am sorry if I 
offended anyone directly as that was 
not my intent in the letter. I just 
wanted to give the Raider Team a shot 
in the atm, and I did. With the 
response I received, it seems that it 
worked. I should note though, that I do 
not regret writing the original letter 
and at that time I meant every word of 
it I do not want to sound that I am 
apologizing for that letter because I 
am not sorry for writing it. I am glad 
you read it. READ it again, if you will, 
and think about what I said in BOTH 
letters. I wish you luck in your future 
games.

ahM. 7Kiihdty
Deadline Wednesday 5:00 pm

summer.

«Z

. v

like to clarify some things about my 
letter:

UNB and the University of Maine at 
Fort Kent. To be honest, I thought 
that we should have blown them out of 
the gym by 70 points. The score may 
have indicated a blow-out (UNB won 
by 30) but with eight minutes to play 
in the game it was a two-point 
contest.

6) I also wrote the letter three days 
PRIOR to the UPEI scries. And 
frankly, I felt quite badly about it 
afterwards because, to put it bluntly, 
you guys played great! To play against 
the 8th ranked team in the nation to
10 points both games was a fantastic 
display of courage and heart. This kind 
of play is what I am talking about. 
You guys can play well every night on 
the floor and you proved it to me and 
everyone else that weekend. You’re 
right Mark, the improvements of the 
team showed through and I am sure I 
will see more in the future.

7) Another reason that I wrote the 
letter is that the Bloomers are 6 and 1 
in conference play and they have 8 
rookies as well. Again, I am not 
trying to put down the Raiders, but I 
am trying to point out that you guys 
can do the same, tough league or not. 
You did against UPEI and you can do it 
every game!

8) My next remark is one based on 
Mr. Hasdett's request for an apology to 
the coach, Mr. Phil Wright. Again my 
shortsightedness took the best of me 
when I wrote the original letter and I 
agree with Mr. Hazletl.

Mr. Wright, I do apologize for the 
remarks made on your behalf in my 
letter. I had acted hastily arid without 
forsight. I hope that this apology will 
be accepted but I will understand if it

Sadistic 1) Shane did not write the letter or 
have anything to do with it. I, Scott 
Sleeves, wrote the letter and clearly 
signed my name to it. I was 
disappointed to see remarks made 
against him when he had nothing to 
do with it Mark, I wrote the letter and 
any comments about it should have 
entirely been directed to me. This 
probably a minor oversight on your 
part but it was a mistake.

2) I do not see how my "so-so" 
basketball skills have anything to do 
with my opinions or my letter. If you 
think I wrote this letter because I was 
bitter about not making the team three 
years ago, you're wrong. If I was bitter 
about that then I would have written 
this letter at that time and not now.

3) I have been here for three years 
and rarely miss a Raider home game. 
In fact, I enjoy the games and I enjoy 
seeing the UNB team playing well. 
Sometimes these games may be 
frustrating, (to you and I both) but I 
still come to watch.

4) This remark is directed solely to 
Mr. Hazlett. I would have confronted 
you face to face with my comments 
Mark, but then the rest of the team 
would not have had the opportunity to 
hear them. To use the media was not 
my way of cowarding out of a 
confrontation with you but the media 
provides my exact words to the entire 
team. Remember that the letter 
directed to the team, not just for your 
benefit.

5) I must agree with you Mark that I 
had written this letter hastily and 
without much thought. But this was 
based on watching a game between

Paul Steele 
Social Work - STU AIn regard to the article on "Killing for 

Sport". I kill to put meat on our table. 
My father does the same also. We've 
sat down to deer, moose, and bear. I 
eat wild meat about two nights per 
week. Do I kill for fun? Staving rather 
than eating is not fun! Am I humane 
when I kill? Very humanel Am I 
sadistic? Nope! I thank God for giving 
me the skill that I have. I am 
continuing the tradition of my 
forefathers and one day I hope m y 
children will enjoy it. Sorry Mr. 
Griffith, the day I'm not allowed to 
sport my Winchester to give my 
parents 165 lbs of meat, I invite you 
to help me butcher my cows and pigs 
that I will then own. Then we’ll see 
what's really humane.

Smoking or
Non-Smoking?

SCOTT STEEVESwas

TheDear Editor
We feel there is sufficient concern 

about the new non-smoking rules in 
the SUB cafeteria to bring this matter 
to the attention of the readers of the 
Bmnswickan.

As a smoker for over twenty years 
and as a mature student I find it 
extremely difficult to accept that we 
can be forced to abide by a rule which 
we had no say in. We smokers pay our 
tuition, our Student Union fees, our 
parking permits and all other fees and 
expenses expected of us on this 
Campus and therefore should be treated 
with equal respect with the non- 
smokers.

Health hazards are all around us - 
pollution from industries and cars - 
should they be taken off the streets? 
Nutra-sweet is believed to be harmful 
to one's health - is it being taken off 
the market or at least out of the
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Cutbacks!

Dear Editor,
I read something in the January 28 

edition of the Globe and Mail which I 
think is of interest to all students. 
Canada's Minister of Youth, Jean 
Charest, has announced cut backs in 
funding for university and college 
summer employment programs. This is 
to affect all of Canada.

The figures in the paper totalled 18 
million dollars students won't have 
this summer. That means it's going to 
be a hell of lot more difficult to find a 
summer job. Mr. Charest's reasoning 
for the cutback is the money is to be 
taken from post-secondary 
employment programs and channelled 
into high school employment 
schemes.

By ANDREW STEEVES 
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING II

Rebuttal
Response

Well, well, well, I guess I 
too surprised at the response I have 
received to my letter "Raider Blues" in 
last week's Brunswickan and I am glad 
I received the responses I did.

This final reply is "respectively" 
presented to Mr. Hazlett, Mr. 
McCarthy, the Red Raider Team 
and coach Phil Wright. I would

cafeteria? Liquor is advertised all over 
campus and served in the Social Club 

Whether or not you care about this located in the Student Union Building -
is it going to be banned? Fried foods 
are bad for your health - are they 

dollars to be taken from us, God only going to be banned from the cafeteria? 
knows how much of a cutback there Walking across the parking lots on 
will be next year. Campus is dangerous - are we all

This is a topic which affects all

am not

was
today is a very important matter. If we 
allow approximately 20 million
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Why not try these on for size. Giant, full color posters, 
perfect for any wall. Inspirational and simply great 
to look at, these works of art are a must for any 
bodybuilding enthusiast. Order yours today!.

PHYSIQUE POSTERS
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tBODY DESIGNS WiNutritional Supplements. 
Weight-7 raining Supplies. 
Physique Posters and Prints. 
Top-Quality Products With 
YOUR New Body in Mind!

Where the first price is the BEST price.
577 Charlotte Street 
Fredericton, N.B.
E3B 1M1

Call for Appointment: 455-8327
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NEW^ggp EIWS Editor - Julie Hirschfeld 
Editor - Nujma Yaqzan 

Deadline • 
Wednesday Noon

35£r
.V

Kenny Rogers
at A.U.C.

Aquinian Limbo
interest of St. Thomas students 
that all costs be taken in order to 

The publication of the St assure the survival of the paper.
Thomas Aquinian student news However, it was also agreed that Concerts INC a St Mm , .
paper has been suspended by the the paper must meet certain comnanv announced that K>nn P° 10 organizf thcmselves into
St. Thomas Student Représenta- financial commitments before Rogers will play at the AUC on pmchæe‘° ma " “ e" maSSe'ECTttSÏ ■HF> pby oSirers. expect the «00

Aquinian has been halted from money at the paper's expense. HUk W»" ; Frantic Valley and th’c fL Sea ver? qLfck^ When Rogers
pub 'Shmg by the STU SRC Both parues deeded that the ttfe. M sons on their first ever tour of played the AUC in '84, tickets
Zlmfr meet,‘heKrmSOf,he Way Paper t0 gel Atlantic Canada. Ibis is also sold out in only two hoJrs The
councii s financial recovery plan, nearer a zero debt situation by the likely to be Kenny Roger's last AUC will allow people to line
o ^e, Aqmman, which was end of the year was by launching tour through the maritimes, said »P inside in case of adverse
scheduled tor release on February a full scale attack on increasing Livingston, as the popular musi- weather.
1st, was first kept from publish- advertising revenue. St. Thomas ■hy|j ' dan will soon begin his
mg by a motion passed during Athletic Director, Leroy Wash- --------------- J Johnny Carson style TV show, round central stage. Labelle
tlZ ri"317 . “ SR0 n}eetin8- bum was approached by Sekulich By Stéphane Comeau This wiI1 greatly curtail his tour- emphasizes that problems that
t e motion indicated that the and Barteau in a request for ing schedule. occurred with floor seating in '84
Fphrf ^ P?,?n at least until assistance in soliciting ads for the Singer Kenny Rogers is the Tickets for the show go on sale won't reoccur provided fans with 
, fD uaiy. z cr.'X. a meeting paper as he has been known to highlight of a promising series of on Saturday, January 4th, at the floor seating arrive early.

ween the SRC s executive and have helped out other St. Thomas concerts planned for the Aitken AUC box office. Fans with Major Concerts INC. is also
^ Aquinian's student activities in raising funds University Center (AUC) this MC/VISA can also use the bringing Roger Whitaker to the

discuss "flh^nJCU d i ,ield 10 in the Past. Mr. Washburn spring. charge line, 453-5054, to pur- AUC on May 28th and is work-
,h -, S0 „ oas ,to agreed to help the paper to the At a press conference on Tues- chase their tickets. There is no ing to reschedule the Rod Stewart

1 station 0. the best Gf his ability. day, AUC Director, Cord Labelle limit to the number of tickets concert that was cancelled earlier
" During the January 31st meet- and Jack Livingston of Major 1,131 can De bought by one per- due to Rod Stewart’s vocal chord

The paper has been plagued ing 0f the STU SRC the son, hopefully encouraging peo- problems,
with financial problems since the Aquinian was dealt a second pub- 
start of the year due to a variety lining restriction by the council, 
of reasons. Lack of advertising jn ^ anticipated action, the SRC 
staff; unbudgeted typesetting 
costs due to the late arrival of the

By Jeff London

The show will be playedown on a

4

Cosmic Watergate 
An International Cover up

By Nadine Murray
part package. In a press release the media got a hold of the story, 
about the report, the secretary of it was completely denied by offi

cials who said it v/as actually a 
fallen weather balloon.

passed a previously tabled motion
, , . . . that indefinitely delayed the

ordered equipment; and the paper.s next printing date until
Aquinian s small operating bud- financial proof of no less than 
get at the start of the year have $885.69 in revenue could be 
all been given as reasons for the given to the SRC. Proof was to 
pâper s^ financial difficulties. be provided in the way of signed 

On January 26th the suggested pr0mises of income from adver- 
meetmg between SRC and fi^rs or donators.
Aquinian representatives took 
place and yielded hopeful options ,
for the paper's continuance. Sekulich feels that the figure is 
Representatives from the SRC ky, no means unattainable, 
consisted of the council's execu- reported that Mr.
live of SRC President. Irma Washburn has been extreme y

helpful as well as successful in

Stanton T. Friedman, nuclear 
physicist and speaker, recently
gave a lecture at UNB called 1,16 Airforce decreased the validity 
"Flying Saucers Are Real." Mr of 1,16 sightings to 3 per cent,

report" hself.^Frirtiman f has failed revests to the

stsasssœ -nssssn:
obtaining advertising revenue for

renort rallpH Air t> - , Roswell cover-up. He has pub-
Blue Book Report 14, convS lect£e he PKf^led “f • “S„a
him beyond a doubt dial UFO’s of U™ S18htm8s’ photograph 3 Tgp SECRET EYES
are real. of evidence and laboratory test UrluJL document, called

Project Blue Book was a study resuIts of soil samples taken OPERATION MAJESTIC: 1? 
done in 1955 commissioned by from 311 where an 11170 had Recenlly> he received a $16,000 
the US ffovp.rnment .it evidently landed. In 1947, near gran! from the fund for UFO

Roswell, New Mexico, a gov- research to continue his investi-

However, Editor-In-Chief,

Ferlatte; Comptroller, Eric Gid- 
dins; Vice-President Activities,
Dirk Bouwer; and Vice-president paper. A large portion of the 
General, Troy Cloney. Repre- needed funds have already been 
senting the Aquinian were Editor- promised by advertisers and jt is 
In-Chief Tony Sekulich, Manag- simply a matter of getting those 
ing Editor, Bill Barteqau,; News advertisers under contract and 
Editor, Steve Moore; and Layout picking; up the extra money 
Editor, Neil Bouwer. The meet- needed- With the help given by 
ing ended with both sides ^*R0. members to the already 
agreeing that it was in the best WOI"k'ng Aquinian staff, Sekulich

feels that the Aquinian should be 
able to meet the SRC’s motion

government. »I t
investigated 3000 sightings. . . „ .
Twenty-one and a half percent of emment °Peraüon caUed Majesuc 
the sightings fell into category 12 covered UP 3 Possible UFO 
three, those reported by compe- ,anc,ing in the area, 

request^ in time to print b y tent observers of strange phe
nomenon in the sky or on the

Mr. Friedman feels that he is 
dealing with one of the biggest

, _. , ------0. r— . , stories of the millennium. Gov-
^bmary8th. nomenon in the sky or on the Following an electrical storm, eminent disclosure of any

iRC President Ferlatte is also ground which the observer and a sheep rancher found numerous knowledge of alien craft would
hopeful that the Aquinian will go skilled investigators cannot pieces of undamaged foil-like change the entire arms race. The
to press for the 8th. Ferlatte, identify. These phenomena substances, as well as indestruc- first country to discover how
who herself has helped in raising exhibit behaviour that is
and securing advertising revenue possible with human technology

Contact Julie Hirschfeld at for the paper, has told the paper Friedman believes that these
that they have the go ahead to crafts must be manufactured
print for the 8th as soon as somewhere other than earth,
contractual proof of the money 

, requested has been given to 
: Comptroller Giddins.

jL'a I .M.UJUt l.IJ l.'JaLjAjLI.

Write for The
Bruns! not tible, light, I-beam shaped UFO's function will have

military advantage.
material. Both were covered with Friedman stated that pressure 
strange symbols and strewn over ^rom 1,10 media is needed to open 
a large area. The air force col- governments up on the UFO 
lected all of the material by ^sue- Acceptance of other intel- 
"vacuuming the desert." When bgent life is important for

yj,hire.

a

453-4983

The report was never pub
lished, but distributed in a threelYirnWrii'iHriVt’il our
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Audio-Visual Technology at Kierstead Hall
sutoeMion°Five sma?l“daric spots from^Th" tees ÏÏ «UNB no>S '" 2 m°re effcC"Ve ^ ' "fairly eiTntary ‘u:??.. c°rrelale'.. yoa can d0 U

SSS Ë1Ë§ IËÉS
on a screen The firing range is a classroom presentation and sections combine with text and keep track of grades and way* he explained. Second-year
computer lab, and the marksman individual tutelage. the spoken lecture to brine empile them at the end of a physical education student Kim
is a forestry student, trigger finger John Webster, director of UNB's complex relationships into sharper course, simple course Umback has only three to five per 
on the mouse button, using a audio-visual services, believes the focus. After class, individual administrative things, and we've cent of normal vision. In
Macintoch computer to learn microcomputer's versatility and students can use a designated had good response to that." December she wrote three exams
about accuracy in the measuring speed in handling complex computer to review the lecture Students and instructors from a using one of CPIT s computers
ofrt{ees- information have never been fully material in the software package, number of faculties have equipped with special software to

If you think that sounds a little exploited for instructional aid in Located in the Keirstead Hall approached the centre with specific magnify the screen image
far-fetched, think again. This kind the classroom. "What interests us media lab of audio-visual services, projects or problems in electronically and a magnifying
of application of computer IS ^ idea 0f illustrating concepts CPIT has an impressive array of presentation. A geology professor window in front of the screen for
technology to the teaching process and materials characterized by equipment. Five Macintosh SE is interested in using a videodisk even more enlargement. M s
is exactly what the University of theory and relationships that are computers, each equipped with a player, controlled by a computer, Umbach, who has to take most of
New Brunswick s new Centre for normally very hard to illustrate " large-capacity haixl disk drive, have for classroom presentations. "One her exams orally, said, 'It's a
the Promotion of Instructional Mr. Webster explained. The been set up for students and large videodisk will hold 54,000 time-consuming process, but it's
£SSM*ogy (CPrp. “ ?bouL software used by the faculty to use. A digitizing pictures, a daunting organizational the first time I've really been able
CPIT is a multidisciplinary sharpshooting forestry student was scanner for graphics is also in task for a teacher who wants to to think as carefully as I want to
project ot lour people on the UNB authored by Prof. Jordan and Mr. place and two Mac II computers use only a dozen specific images," about the questions, write my
fredmcton campus. Glen Jordan Webster, using the Macintosh and equipment in the media lab are Mr- Webster said. "But a answers down and check and revise
ot the torest resources department, program HyperCard. "Ten years of also available for use by the microcomputer can make sense of them before the professor gets
Jane Fritz, computer science, John teaching forest mensuration to centre. all those pictures. It lets you them."
McLaughlin surveying freshmenm2demereaUzelhatthe Though CPIT has just begun to organize them in various ways and Glen Jordan says
engineering and John Webster, concepts of accuracy, precision operate, interest is high and compose your own presentation, Umback's experience with CPIT
audio-visual services, have joined and bias of measUrements are people have already begun using mixin8 sti11 and moving pictures illustrates the key purpose for
orccs to oiler both equipment and 0ften difficult for students to the equipment and expanding their from the same disk.'' which the centre was established:

students at UNB make more and g™sP’ J°rdan explained. I instructional arsenals. A series of "Tnstead 0f overlaying paper maps t0 *!nd ways of usin8 technology
beuer use of computers in Ihc P"1 to8=lher a 1,tile program that introductory workshops m on a light table to see how things “ lmProve ethance the

u use o co puiers n me aiiowed me to deliver that stuff in December and January dealt with education process.
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INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
As
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t
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ti* wHOURS 
SUN, MON, 
TUBS, TILL 

11 PM
WED, THURS, 

FRI, SAT 
TILL 1 AM

■........ -gj,ta *Pnx-«

AN EXPERIENCE IN TASTE

'Vwmgm i
eg SAMSUNG

S330
GREEK FOOD

• Mousaka
• Spana Kopita
• Tyropita
• Tzatziti
• Shish Kebab 
ê Feta Cheese

SMOKED MEAT SANDWICHES

m r c r onjt •
The ImagePower" Primers• Greek Donairs

• Greek Salads
• Pork Souvlaki 
•Chicken Souvlaki
• Greek Soup
• Greek Pastries

NX-1000
- Four built-in fonts
-144 cps draft / 36 cps NLQ
- High resolution text and graphics
- Standard friction and tractor feeds

-Single 360K floppy 
-20 Meg hard disk drive 
-640K RAM 
-Enhanced Keyboard 
-12" monochrome monitor 
-Hercules graphics 
-6 expansion slots 
-Serial/parallel ports 
-MS-DOS 3.3/GW BASIC 
-Fully IBM compatible

452 8882
5960UEENST.

I 10% off with coupon
(loodonly; • I

! for all students, compliments of !

dimitri's
I Sales - Consulting - Service 

Supplies 
Rentals

Books
Leasing

s
Ii

554 Queen Street, Fredericton, N.B. 
458-8858

Serving Eastern Canada Since 19770Æ_offer_end8 February 15,1989.
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Smoke Free SUB

If you re reading this in the SUB cafeteria you've probably noticed the CP 
S«SÏSCaSt iS perSOn d0ing? Enforci"S »e SUB's

„™ef H1 t,he cafeteria is now limited to the raised platform, and in the
usS hftt^g U -S imited t0 tJ?e haUways ^ the Social Club. Mr. Norris tells 
nnnhf Sltua£0n 18 temporary however, eventually the entire building will be
ridiculous )ng' aSSUmmg the CHSC is ^eluded, to include it would be

CHhangCjS aureSult ^the implementation of the University's smoking policy
where ^ompîe arS= LwT g °nIy “ desiSnated «"». a"d "»t areal

flrLhaVh ?TdllflC-Ulty undf standing why smoking should be limited to designated 
Ilnfvprdt1'1 doiV.see ^hy the entire building should be smoke-freeg The University s smoking policy clearly gives Mr. Norris the power to designate a 
smoking area yet some of the members of the SUB board claim they were/t given
«r4dmeSns° V°te WaS take”- Mr' N°™S ™ «° ^making

<^ima/ly PeoPle who study in the cafeteria, and many of these enjoy 
oking while they do so. Isn t the cafeteria big enough to accomodate everybody?

thav® designated smoking areas to accomodate smokere, is ’̂t 
unreasonable for the University to extend the same courtesy to its students in what 
is supposed to be the Student Union Building?
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OPINION
GETTING TO KNOW WINTER

By KIM DOYLE & PEBBLES

I used to love summer, but now I have found my one true love in the bonds of cold, within the 
icy shroud of winter's grasp.

Summer was the time of my early youth, a time to run, to swim, to flex the soul of the 
unfettered child. But now my mind craves contemplation, needs the manifest nature of winter; 
needs the savage and beautiful cloistre that is the panorama of winter.

Perhaps there is something uniquely Canadian about my psychological attachment to winter, but 
I surely wasn't bom with it. I once detested winter like most of hurdled denizens of the frozen 
planet, New Brunswick. Summer was my early fixation, my joy of life involved in the math of a 
season. It was the soulful glade I always anticipated, while younger, craving the warmth of the 
sun, the smell of newly cut grass and hay, the lurching and swirling magnificence of a savoured 
summer day in full swing.

But a new jury has returned its verdict in this case of changing seasons, and been desirous of the 
prisoner in the docket to find a new cell in the clutches of old mother winter. And so, I take my 
warmer clothes to what I consider a better place.

Winter is a time for thought, for gently imprisoned solitude; not within a soulless prison, but a 
prison self-made within which to contemplate like Plato and freeze like Tolstoy.

Another Friday at good old UNB. Just think, only three 
more weeks of classes before the spring break ... can we 
make it? II

Gun control seems to be popping up in the news a lot 
lately. According to Time magazine, in 1988 the following 
number of deaths were a result of deliberate gun fatalities: 
Canada, pop. 25 million: 5. Great Britain, pop. 57 million: 
8. Japan, pop. 231 million: 46. USA, pop. 266 million: 
8096. It appears our southern neighbors should take a 
look at their handgun laws, right Christopher?

Thinking of Meech Lake ... So I guess the future of 
Canada basically comes down to Dictator Frank and the 
Premier of Manitoba. What do you think Frank? Is a 6- 
lane Trans Canada good enough?

It seems that another vendetta is rising against smokers. 
This time it's at the SUB, which will soon be declared 
smoke-free. Remember smokers, Kimbo is watching!

Why do you people with cars insist on splashing us poor 
pedestrians? ... Yes, even when we walk on the icy 
sidewalks. To the guy who sped up, splashed me and then 
proceeded to beep his horn because I was crossing the 
street... same to you @&&hole! ! !

Bowl for Millions is coming up on February 11. 
Everybody who hasn't signed up for a team should - the 
proceeds go to Big Brothers, Big Sisters - a very 
worthwhile cause. Featured bowlers will be our very own 
Brunswickan star celebrities ... should be good for a laugh 
or two!

y

jWinter tends to sniff around the borders of my mind in a way summer does not Summer for me 
now is conducive to cold beer (or iced tea when I feign the role of teetotaler) and deep waters, in 
front of hammocks. Swinging without a reason. Summer asks little of me; a banal preoccupation 
of office drugery or kitchen swelter. Summer jobs of a student, with Summer asking little of the 
creative mind. Summer melts minds and keeps them in trivial silence; it allows for chains with 
little sweep, like a tired old dog on a back-yard peg. Such a dog of a brain ranges a postage stamp 
of a back-yard reading only pulp fiction and newspapers; it reads Jack Higgins or the Daily Steamer 
(which is extreme pulp my friends).
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With all my verbal twisting wound out on the page, one might be able to see winter as the 
better season; but I take no responsibility for the incidental consequence of winter in the physical 
world. For me, seasons are of the mind, not of dead engines and clogged roadways. The tanning and 
beach-travel gurus may scoff hut there's more to a season than meets an ice-bound eyeball.
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How to be a criminal, lesson No. 1: Don't rob a Tim 

Horton's. Mini-dispatches perhaps?
►
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Word of the week ... LAODICEAN: Someone who is 
lukewarm or indifferent in religion or politics.
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Satellite Prof at UNB
The University of New supervising the clinical 1983, when she entered the 

Brunswick's faculty of nursing component of the acute care master's program at the
has hired a new professor, but the course which students in the University of Alberta in
office space provided will be a Chatham/Newcastle and Bathurst Edmonton. She received an MN
long way from MacLaggan Hall, arcas take by teleconference,
the faculty's home in Fredericton. Pr°f- Merrithew will work with

these students in acute care 
Gloria Merrithew of Newcastle, settings in their home centers.

N.B., nursing's newest assistant
, professor, is UNB's first full- Penny Ericson, acting dean of 
time, off-campus faculty nufsing, is enthusiastic about the 
member. While her new office new appointment. "For some .
will be in the time we've needed to have people out there who want degrees. The 
Chatham/Newcastle area, far from in lhe fie,d to deal directly with establishment of this position is
either of UNB's campuses, most ^ lar8e number of Registered an inn^vat,vc approach to
of her duties are very much like Nurses who want to take a expanding the limited
those of a regular member of the bachelor's degree," she explained. opportunities that have been
nursing faculty. "Classes have grown over the available and I m happy to be

years and it's easier to teach large playing a part, Prof. Merrithew
Pmf. Merrithew, who officially numbers in person than by ^d-

began her new job on Jan. 5, is teleconference." 
teaching two courses in the post- 
RN program in classrooms in the 
Chatham/Newcastle area and by 
teleconference to students in other 
parts of the province. She'll also

A-

111 [
in 1987 and shortly thereafter 
moved to the Miramichi to 
become director of nursing at the 
Hotel Dieu Hospital in Chatham.

"As a working nurse I know 
there are a lot of frustrated nurses

l

I *
: h Prof. Merrithew will also be 

No stranger to UNB, Prof, the front-line contact in her area 
Merrithew received a BN degree for UNB's nursing program, 
there in 1974 and was a full-time especially for nurses in or 
lecturer in the undergraduate wanting to enter the post-RN 
nursing program from 1980 to program.

M

ÜT'■
Dimitri's Sonvlaki

Greek Hideaway in Downtown Fredericton

psS-i ISehI Üpi
Officers Square downtown, I from Montreal, when my cousin, Talk to Dimitri for a few 
suggest you take a visit one of who is also named Dimitri, minutes and he'll want to tell you 
these days and find out what's suggested we start a Greek all about the dishes he prepares 
cooking at one of Fredericton's resturant in downtown and how good they taste From 
newest and most popular ethnic Fredericton." his specialty souvlaki, which he

^ ^ always worked in resturants makes himself daily in the
Walk into Dimitri s and one in Montreal," Dimitri explained, resturant during a long process 

of the first things you will notice, "Ever since I was a teenager I that takes up to two hours, to his 
18 1 . wonderful smell of worked as a cook so I guess you moussaka, a deluxe plate that is 
authentic Greek donairs. And if could say that's how it started, absolutely delicious, he will 
the sumptuous smells don't get We rented this building, the explain exactly how Greek food 
to you first, the man after whom former York Credit Union, 
this unique little resturant is renovated it and here I am." 
named, Dimitri Boutsakaris,

A

<
*i

- 4

r
kw

ii
is made.

Take his tzatizki sauce for
... TT „ , J MI have a lot of repeat example, a creamy sauce that

probably will. Usually found customers now from all walks of comes with donners and souvlaki 
peeking out from behind his life. Students, business people, or as a side order when you can’t 
kitchen sanctuary, Dimitri will professors, secretaries, shop- get enough of it. Made from goat
a way\find ume.„t0 shout a Pe°Ple- You name it and they yoghurt and some secret spices, it 
hello, how are ya? to any one like our food," Dimitri says. has no preservatives and tastes

of his numerous regular Part of Dimitri’s success out of this world. Once you have
customers who have discovered locally, lies in the fact that no tzatizki sauce on a Dimitri's 
that this resturant is one of the other resturant in the city offers donner or souvlaki, you’ll never 
best in town. real Greek dishes like he does, go back to that sugary substitute

It s not expensive, the food is Take Dimitri's donairs (spelled you get on American imitations,
delicious and the atmosphere is donner) for example. Based on the And the salads. The salads are
dways cheerfu! and friendly. Top original Greek recipe they are another thing. Huge plates filled pastry that melts in your mouth.
JÎ. °.“.,wlth lhev factj that made with lamb and beef, a tastey to overflow with cucumber, It's delicious.
Dimitri s is now licensed, and combination you just can't get radishes and green pepper sitting Then there are the desserts;

manaf, ai!ywh!re else- Jusj ask “ytady on a bed of lettuce and topped sweet temptations that always
to g ^erabytüfo1,owing after who has switched over to with a slice of feta cheese will make a good finish to a
less than one year in business. Dimitri's donners from the really fill you up... and don't Dimitri's meal. Baklava for delectable fin** mPai q h

OrigmaHy from Montreal, standard all-beef American forget the black olives, a example, is a dessert made from Tuc^vUam m n Sunday .'
Dimitri has now settled down limitations, and you will know mainstay of Greek food layers of almonds cinammon \^C,sday, 11 am 10 11 Pm* and
into the quieter Fredericton way why they will never go back. Another authentic Greed dish is honey and filo in a 3 stage SîSy 11 81,110 1
of life. Born of Greek parents Another ingrediant of Dimitri's spanokopita, which process that will leave your nTmitW^.h Yh ev^n get
who emigrated to Canada, both Dimitri's success in when literally translated means mouth watering for more Try a " h phone fd'lf you
Dimitri and his sister Loula have Fredericton's picky resturant "spinach pie". It is made by desert with a drink or speda* ’JUSt $3y y0U Want lhe best 
been working hard over the past crowd is his decent prices Dimitri and Loula from feta Greek coffee to wind up dinner at
year establishing themselves in coupled with heaping dishes, cheese, loads of fresh spinach and Dimitri's,
the Fredericton community. You've never seen so much food ffl0, which is layers of paper-thin If you can't make it in person

;«
:

Dimitri Boutsakaris, owner of Dimitri's Souvlaki in front of his restaurant 
at 596 Queen Street, Fredericton.

Dimitri's will deliver you 
order quickly, and if you live in 
or around campus the cost is 
modest fee of $1.75.

Phone 452-8882 for
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By Melynda Jarratt
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l 2 3 4 15 DOWN6 7 ACROSS8 9 10 11 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 1. Queen of —, Biblical 
character

2. Philippine natives
3. Drink noisily
4. “The — of St. Louis” 
6. Faux medicine
6. Spree
7. Winglike
8. Panjandrum
9. Branch

10. Wild ox of Celebes
11. Seeks public opinion
12. Stone pillar
13. Blacksmith : Scottish
14. Two-wheeled carriage
15. L-shaped joint
16. French season
17. Make edging 
20. Coddle
27. Stand
28. Leak out slowly
29. Goose genus
33. R.K. work, 1903 

(with "The”)
34. Place on either side
35. Transmits
37. “Casablanca” role

1. Impudence 
6. Blueprint, e.g.
9. Race track circuits 

13. Bed-maker’s need 
1,8. Beatles film of 1965
19. Tra followers
20. Grape variety
21. Valletta’s isle
22. Vanity case
23. Gamin
24. Plant used as soap 
26. Bay
26. R.K. poetry collection, 

1892
30. Yearn or seek (to)
31. Style of jazz
32. Bon voyage parties, e.g. 
36. Limb bone
39. Fervor
42. Metaphor’s “kin”
43. Clique 

R.K.
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short story 
collection, 1888

60. Mr. Johnson
61. California-Nevada lake 
53. Military physician :

abbr.
64. Nosy one
56. Proceed on (one’s way)
66. First place
67. U.S. State and 

battleship
60. Salt: French
61. What sleepyheads seek
62. Redded up 
64. Appraise
66. Balearic island

46.76 77
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38. Have high regard for
40. Horned viper
41. A, B and C : abbr.
43. Retains, editorially
44. “Lady” of song
45. R.K. book, 1898
47. Scottish isle and N.Y. 

college
48. Hasten
49. Keepsake
52. Military agency: abbr. 
55. Diana Ross musical 

(with “The”)
57. 1502, to Nero
58. Numerical ending
59. Does an usher’s job 
61. Dry, in a way 
63. French pronoun 
66. Shakespeare, for

Honorific parties
70. Siesta
71. Ancient Athenian 

lawgiver
72. Business abbreviation
74. Felix or Mortimer
75. Barons, et al.
77. Rhône feeder
80. Kinsman : Scottish
81. Statesman Root
82. Daughter of Peneus
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114
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Tranquility i 
68. Book of R.K.

1891
73. Emulate Ruby Keeler 
76. New Haven student
78. Mountain pool
79. Live (in)
81. Renowned cow 
83. Follow orders,

— the line 
86. Kept apart
88. Princess of Greek 

myth
89. Suburbanite’s “pride”
90. Approaches
92. TV ad: abbr.
93. Capp bumpkin
94. Rite response
95. Children’s book 

by R.K., 1902 
Upperclassmen 
Film genre

102. Pitcher
103. Earlier 
106. What fewer and fewer

“sweet 16s” are 
108. Sandbox habitué 
110. Jason’s quest 
114. R.K. novel, 1890 
119. Bone of contention
122. Of a district
123. Raison d’—
124. Nothing: Spanish 
126. Operettist Franz
126. Sister of mère : French
127. Tiring work
128. List entry
129. Falls (over)
130. Noted WWII concert 

pianist
181. Prepares to fire
182. Robert Stack TV role

is one 
stories,

67.-if

TO ALL STUDENTS
one

The Search Committee for the Dean of Students is seeking confidential 
views on Dean Donald Eagle's performance in that office and on the mat
ter of his possible reappointment. You are invited to submit your com
ments to the Search Committee especially in areas in which you have 
a particular interest and knowledge.
The primary responsibility of the office of Dean of Students are:

69.

r : abbr.99.
100.1. Provide clear communication and liaison between University Ad

ministration, Faculty and Students;
2. Act as the executive officer of the University charged with the re

sponsibility of responding to students' needs by developing policies, 
procedures and programs pertaining to a spectrum of specialized 
services provided to and for students which are complementary to 
UNB's formal instruction programs and in concert with the University's 
educational objectives;
3. Act as Ombudsman for all students - on academic, disciplinary and 

other matters affecting them, within the University.

84. Morsel for a mare
85. Gaelic
87. Meccan magnate
90. Juliet’s confidant
91. Sty matriarch 
93. Northern Italian port
95. Good-natured teasers
96. Arbitrate
97. Equine pace
98. Renowned French 

engineer and family
101. Ceremony 
104. Inhibit forcefully
106. Aqaba
107. Mythical Furies 
109. Hellenic letter
111. Engender joy
112. Surrenders formally
113. Dutch dairy exports
115. Military bigwigs: abbr.
116. Cloches
117. Yours, to Yves
118. Rickrack, e.g.
119. Kind, sort or class
120. Understand
121. Ursula Andress movie

:
:1

These responsibilities are met through a number of functions. The Dean 
of Students is the administrative head of all student services and is a 
member of all University and Senate Committees and Boards related to 
student affairs. He reports directly to the President.1
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Your confidential comments should be provided in writing to the Vice- 
President (Academic) by Monday, February 13. A summary of the 
comments received will be provided to Dean Eagle prior to his decision 
whether or not to reoffer for the position.
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Green Pea ■ ' —
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i-
The
Of tl~ 
Vibre 
Tune 
Tune 
Tune 
Thuc 
...Lo 
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One wears a black velvet cap, the other
a blue jesters’ crown
and then a sea of yellow,
with flashing black and
mottled, quieter brown and tawny females,
perhaps wiser for their subtleties,
emerging as a flock of grossbeaks.

jester and black velvet are gone 
velvet without a sound, jester protests.

The cat quivers,
and thumps its’tail.
as if it never knew of glass,
it immitates the birds, chirps and paces,
by the door.

THE AFRICAN DREAM

Spot the green pea, 
by the side of the road, 
and you collect $200, 
you can pass go.

She perches firmly on mosquito legs 
clutching firmly to a dying breast 
her church-bell begs the breasts 
to make some way for desert peace.

SeeSpot the brown and while Jersey, 
in the field by the road, 
and you begin to salivate, 
to the market you will go.

Spot the man in ine plow in the field,
by the road.
picking his nose.
and you almost crash and spili
your load,
not bum.

Gun men trample desolate villages 
cats and mice war with rage 
as desert rats set the stage.

In dc
Their
With 
Dan 
face 
Dan' 
Mas 
And 
thon 
Theii 
Of w 
And

Hollywood shelves the moving movies 
of giant rats with borrowed bombs. 
Playboy shuns the shocking shooters 
of a proud people standing naked.

May she live to dream the dream 
The door creaks open, dry from wood fire and of golden fields and gushing springs 
a flash of black and white streaks across the yard, of a running spring 
colors collide. with all to give.Spot the house on the hill, the dog in the yard, 

and the cat on the sill, a bird in a basin, 
two more plucking seeds, from the silly yellow sunflower, 
sunflowers that become mere crooked fingers, 
perches for chickadees and bluebirds, in the dead of 
winter.

The
In he

By Stephen Garland May she dig thé depths of Dakar 
May she check the charter of Addis. 
May she open the tombs of Egypt 
where in lies the African dream.

Mai Jallow

The
Parc
ThePARANOIA
She
SheThe music plays 

in strangest ways 
deepest thought 

and all for nought? 
Have I wasted my time 

on the narrow line 
between the tomorrow

and supposed sorrow 
of what is to be 

and what is me?
All that I hear 
is what I fear 

and what is so 
is what I don’t know...

Birds arrive early to sun and search for choicest nut, 
in yonder birdfeeder,
colored, vibrant, fleeting images, here and then gone, 
flown off
like the green pea, by the side of the road.

She
Swin
Slow
Rest
Toth
drurMARINA MOLYNEAUX

►

Notice to all Students
As of September 23, 1988,
UNB campus.

The NBLC will be processing the cards in

Pate: Feb. 6-7
Time: 10 am - 1 pm

2 pm - 5 pm 
Where: Room 103

NBLC cards will be required in order to obtain a wet stamp at all licensed events on the

106 of the Student Union Building on the following dates:room

Identification:
Social Insurance Card 
And one of the following:
- Birth Certificate
- Baptismal Certificate
- Medicare Card
Verified by signatures, personal descriptions and details
- Drivers Licence
- Certificate from an official of a school

Fee: $10.00

rro^u"dayS02P4 pm^dTZg" ^ ‘b™61™1 ^^ Br°0kSlde MaU L^or Store. Monday

For more information contact Campus Bar Services at 453-5082.

on one of the following:

or church stating date of enrolment of applicant and age at that time.
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...The MDUNDIKO drum.
The African drum,
Sound of the shadows,
The echo 
Of the tell-tale bird. 
Vibrating loud and wide. 
Tunes sad and gloomy. 
Tunes summoning.
Tunes sending.
Thuds to plague the flesh. 
...Lo!
The magical effect.
See the men 
In dancing hysteria 
Their bodies marked 
With vitual soil.
Dancer with arrow-pierced 
faces.

LONG LIVE the HAPPYTHE GREAT SIFTER
0

BEGGING HOOKER
Strange stuff
this rain without sound

Engrossing in emotional
The Happy Hooker winks at orgy, 
me and

There he stoops all day 
Wrinkled orgasmic.

life creating potential. 
"Put it in the womb, not

He in the sky with his chefs attracts me with a lure 
Not so much the act but.

Grey-haired 
Senile
With his stained beard, and the spirit of adventure,

compels me to taste, 
before smelling.

hat
double sifting -
his long immortal fingers
squeezing
in and out
squeak squeak
effortlessly
all night
rubbing his nose with the
back of his wrist
and sneezing occasionally

on agar plate.
Create an altered state. 
Realize the world.
A STAGE..............................

his pavement bowl.
Hand hopefully 
outstretched 
Entreating 
Entreating with eyes 
Entreating with his tongue Work to pay work to pay 
Entreating with his hands work to play

Pay to work.

sgs

A ROSE is A ROSE is A Rose
3ce. S. G. GARLAND

es FLOATING ALONE <

Yet we saunter by 
Eyes earthwards rivetted. 
Sometimes a knurted stick 
Sometimes none 
Always the filthy jeans 
The tattered jean

. He's not lonely because of 
you.

And I'm so surprised 
that you don't know why 

he's so confused. 
There's only one thing he 

wants to hear 
and how would you 

understand?
He's lost without the 

melodies, 
but I won't play. 

Strength is a factor 
and my music will not 

replace
the one he heard before. 
And all that I know how to 

play now
are the songs of despair. 
Why would I hurt a child?

Fingers slip in pockets, 
searching for that pink and 
scented bill,
R.C.M.P. watch from 
tabletop.
while I ride, while I ride, while I 
ride.
Twenty-four sunsets, in one
single day.
fire; works in dark
and catch hall phrases
fade,
like dirty laundry.

Covering us all in this bowl 
Dancer with wooden masks raisins and cherries alike - 
Masks black 
And beads of porcupine 
thorns.
Their blue feathers 
Of wild African peacock.
And see
The African woman 
In her vitual dance 
The music

lovies
s.
ters his own indefinable 

mixture.d.

PAMELA J. FULTON
igs

"MIND OVER MATTER"

Every Morning I wake up overwhelmed. Without taking 
away from the greatness of whatever is going on, I am 
convinced that the whole thing must be one big 
continuous unimaginably sophisticated dream, 
subject to constraints associated with the perpetual 
mathematical background of the universe. Creativity 
and imagination continually transcend these 
constraints, and as people such as Einstein and Gary 
Larson have so vividly shown us, you can get paid for

Paralysed in
The mystery of her flesh.
She rocks with the beat.
She rises, she faints,
She laughs, she wails,
Swinging and swinging 
Slowly and fast 
Responding
To the call of the MDUNDIKO

DEOGRATIAS MUGOA

dis.
\

Experiencing emotions led 
me to the act, 
tired of the pavement, 
souls of feet felt flat.

ow

it!!!
-Michael Tait . RUTHE

drum.<

Happy Hour All 
Night Long

”Hip Deep”
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i ■' P r ^ Question; How should we punish convicted child 
molesters?

W

f wl «

By John Hanscomb

i.
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-3lhchln PalRoger Farr 

"Tatoo them and put 
them In prison.

lUl Me bsw n Charles Waana Physics
"Put them in a j- 60 degree Celsius 
environment, naked".

•vyv::"Chinese water torture". "Treatment". .
; ■ : - ■ :
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Janet Antworth 

"Put them in jail".

Rachel Smith 
Karen Pickard 

"Cut it off & tie it around his neck".

BBA Angie Ross™" 
Amy Matchett

BA BBA I 
BBA I

Teina 
BSC II
"Lock them up forever".

Jackie 
BSC n

BAI Janice 
Bed II «j

"Castrate them".

mr Ballet Jazz De Montreal
a sleek and sassy dance style that balances classic ballet 

and popular dance with the rhythms of jazz!
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Style is never out of fashion ’ Friday, February 3,1989 
The Playhouse - 8:00 pm

Tickets may be purchased at: 
The Playhouse 
UNB Art Center 
Phone 453-4623

>Peter Roberts i

For Men
■Major credit 
■cards honored

■ 9- 5M-W 
9 - 9 Th - F 

Sat. iill 5 pm

up andV
\ "WeAdults $20 

Seniors $16 
Students $5

freneti
cruelty
Sewer'
includek
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■•’igMiSSsÉB'S5 Chewing.
SKRATCHSKRATCHSKRATCHSKRATCH MiS>PuTleUm produCts (see Kylie Side_two gives us

So ^what’s the reality behind the * JKf?L ^ 3 r1frW r° f
Jeff Healey album? Just like I said the av/raec6 euv The 
in the preamble - EXCITEMENT. recording ol^See Yf
In order to be GOOD you have to ° ,fe !h* ls™uch
have SOUL. Soul is not found in the "V3 4,5' That.s
hair or certain tvoes of Puit-ir wfaa,*; ^ey saY also is worth 
strings, but in the artist's Ability ma^v^nes V*8 qUlLC ^°yable- ,,e 
to get a real feeling for life and , y , havc f,8aod volce M

Now that Jeff Healey’s record toS?5=r„iih=nA'iSd],C' ‘hC fmU.ar^m^d'ff HreM toto".6

SSfï SMSÜK5
^6cr,iri,f,iSrs F"^“
For tL Jh J X ?h’ I better word is gutwrenching-don't- it and you'll be bigger than StevieUNBthJeff HmIw W £ere at stop-for-the-red-light-power. The Ray Vaughn, Stanley Jordan, and
hiPhiiffîn in thè1 af 5e,?1 of the songs on this side B.Ô. King!" If more proof is needed,
bagnds that ^drf^ string of follow suit. Angel Eyes is the only then buy the album and go directly
Fredericton If nnnr .Æ°Ugh sl™ tune- and jt gives the listener to the Freddie King* classic 
hn« ♦ nT a chance to hear Healey's voice. Hideaway. Freddie would be proudlectio? artlStS> HeaICy You know something, it ain't too of how this new and updated
IS me exççption- bad. My favorite on side one is version.

As I settle back and listen to the Nice Problem to Have, which has a O.K. Uncle Stevie is happy that 
album, it strikes me that every great blues riff. he doesn't have to write one
poor soul in this Isolated town As I reflect on the music a bit review, and I'm happy that I had
must have a copv of the record. I more, another aspect becomes the chance to tell you about what
mean how could it be otherwise? apparent which is likely to go type of soul is lurking in the
Even though studio efforts tend to unnoticed at live shows. The songs underbrush of Canada and
be quite tar below the excitement which Healey has included are not popular music. Write your M.P.,
„ , <LPn °..r™al?ces,, (Sl?ch as bad for a newcomer. He has both call your Ma, and buy this album.
Healey's first single - See the Light aggressiveness and control of The world will be a better place for
-was) we all know that Jeff must thought which allows him to it. Trust me.
be a glaring contradiction to the inject the needed counterpoint to 
usual idiot that is allowed to waste his guitar’s voice. v

a more
JEFF HEALEY 
See the Light

(Capitol)
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THE STRANGLERS

ALL LIVE AND ALL OF THE NIGHT 
(EPIC)I more

All Live is the first live album the 
Stranglers have released since their 
1979 X-Certs alburn. In the interim, 
the band had progressed through a 
variety of musical styles and had 
assembled a large repertoire...

"No more heroes" presents as 
strong an opening statement as you 
are likely to hear on an album. You 
know why? Because most of you 
people reading this review have 
probably never heard of the 
Stranglers let alone being familiar 
with their music. A band that has 
been together for as long as the 
Stranglers, that has made as much 
music as it has, that has amazed 
critics for so long, has never 
suffered from "the rot" - that 
affliction that so many bands suffer 
once they've made it in North 
America. So while the song shouts 
out the bitterness and 
disillusionment that follows when our 
heroes fail us, it recognizes our 
need for heroes. On another level,

\ moments. Not content to flesh out 
the music, the horns assume the 
dominant role and thrust the music 
to new heights. It takes a band with 
self-confidence and a lot of guts to 
give guest musicians so much 
responsibility. By the time the horns 
have finished their Jericho assault, 
I'm ready to hit the pause button 
(aren't CD’s great?) and take a 
breather.

"Always the Sun* is a sly tune that 
will reel you in with its seductive 
vocals and sparkling guitar licks. 
The following two songs, "Golden 
Brown" and "North Winds Blowing", 
continue the emphasis on strong 
lyrics and carefully woven melodies

SCOTT DUNHAM
4Land of Rape and against the insanity that now until now has kept them

begins to pulse and ooze, confined to bitter sleep, 
smothering any vestiges of The Ministry has assembled, 
rational thought. Bathed in the pureness of the

Now began the ascension, birth-light and the sporadic 
Slowly the form rises into the forks of lightening that now 

un the hillside a lone oak dusk, foul secretions slither- strafes the unbelievable 
tree stood. Quiet now and ing and dripping from the gathering, the behemoths 
defiant to the frozen and legion of wounds that -have leads the throng forward. On 
cursed earth, its gnarled and opened during its vile the horizon a constellation of 
hwisted limbs scratched at the parturition. Cloaked in a rag- tiny lights flickers unknowinalv 
heavens. ged afterbirth, the grisly maw in the face of unseen

Gradually a barely opens. With a terrific bellow, judgement. In procession 
susceptible groaning the earth spawn begins to now, the entities give forth to 
becomes an ear splitting howl, claw at the loose flesh that guttural cries and scream in a 
Splintering roots burst from hangs about the torso, each sequence that approaches 
the barren soil as shafts of an extraction appearing to sub- the status of a surreal military 
unearthly brilliant white light ect the creature to a horrible tattoo, the raging enerav 
stabs into the blackness, agony. Almost in direct ac- throbbing and pounding 
Hnally, succumbing to the companiment, the sky now overhead providing willing 
relentless force from beneath, resounds to wave after wave percussion 
the ancient tree screams as of sense shattering thunder In the city a society arown fat on
the Trunk e|he°2mn,lhr0h9Ü ,hat„ieem®®,r?n0. enou3h to the spilt lire's ol others, prepares
the trunk, the empty shell crush any god-feanng soul. for bed One bv one thev hum/ tn
îesoundîn^ thulT^Sitence Soon another orchestration windows and bolt the shutters, 
rwnne anain 0 sl,ence 18 beckoned to contribution, taking only a moment to remark to 
incAsqant r^tmHinn ? ÎSÏÏ an How,s of an9uish suddenly one another about the curiously 
on the nhcfn/i?d h9 Ke9ISt6!S C0ver the barren landscape as violent storms that are raging in the
scr^mbUnn lhe victi™°f oersecution find hills circling their cancerous urban
scrambling desperately to a new vitality and, following by
keep the doors of his example, wrench themselves mTr ■ ...m
subconsciousness closed free from the cold hell that üRIFFITHS

1

Honey
MINISTRY

(Sire)

<
that mark the middle section of the 
album. Finesse and artistry are as 
much a trait of the Strangler's music 
as the raw power that opened the 
album. The final five live cuts range 
from the alternately coy and 
aggressive "Strange Little Girl" and 

the song could very well be aimed at the nasty sting of "Nice 'n' Sleasy" to
those lesser bands who have gotten the pulsing "Toiler on the Sea". The
much more recognition than the bouncy "Under the Name of Spain" is 
Stranglers. (The liner notes to the a great contrast to the sinewy punk 
album "Aural Sculpture", and the sound of "London Lady", a smartly
ironic "Big in America" from played fix of adrenaline.
"Dreamtime" both bear this out). "No My only complaint about the 
More Heroes" is a rockin' tune that album is that the studio version of
fuses a pounding beat with soaring the Kinks' classic "All Live and ALL 
keyboards and a guitar sound is of the Night" could have been left off 
sometimes brash, sometimes the album. They do a great job on it
eloquent. What else do you expect but I feel it affects the integrity of a
from a band that's not ready to curt live album. Then they might have
up and die? had room to include a few more of

"Was It You?" continues the their own classic songs such as
frenetic pace and, with delicious "leequeen" and "Skin Deep". Of
cruelty, segues into "Down in the course they would have had to
Sewer" where the small hom section change the name of the album. How
included in the tour has its finest about "All Live and ALL of it Right"?
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People Coi
By Kwame Dawes

SiThe prospect of another article about aparthied demands 
answers to some fundamental questions: Why? Why suffer 
students living thousands of miles away from South Africa 
to read about a system that seems unrelated to the 
"freedoms" of their society? Why talk about the evils of 
others that "we" can't do anything to change? Why further 
depress the already teetering spirits of people with world 
issues that maybe they couldn't or shouldn't care less about?
Why add to an already saturated market of information that 
has become "stale news"?

The age of media as show biz has created a way of 
regarding cuirent world affairs that is characteristized by 
sensational high profile or high number deaths and scandals 
and further by a process of oversimplification which 
presents an issue in a series of episodes which expires after a 
fitting climax. In a way, we have come to treat human events 
as fiction with accepted and manageable beginnings, 
middles and ends. A story that is dragged on for too long 
has come to grate on our patience, we feel saturated because 
the climax is so effectively executed that more information 
becomes a bother. The combination of simplification, and 
the need for sensationalism has reduced many issues to half- tof
Substimce, however,UcSng. ThusTmmy'iJsues end'ltmg oft ,

dramatically shown to be on t.v. a year ago. This necessary îo the systd^f anfrtheid S
myth of the media has been accepted by us for our own rest of thf^rM^k ̂ t^n^ ^n , and m1the
sanity's sake but it has frustrated many people all over the conviction^ a COmpIehte
world who rely heavily on international support for the system of anmhefd TweZ L ^ l l V °j?P°Se the
freedom and assistance that thev need u . , P^n^id, however, he identifies a distinction
. Thus two dangers are manifest. The first is a limitation of tosœmeto dotinafe Sia^ ‘hat
mformation which sometimes becomes misinformation This to dominate today s so<*ety. Mayson s statementsis tied to a selectivity about ,Sonna““e^ ““ poli‘iCS.are
which is sometimes based upon a genuine belief in the lack LimHino ^ f p ng in their common-sense and their 
of intelligence in the soc.etyTo^ver it .soften a pa^ of a CefoZb "" • apar‘heid *
arger diabolic plan to sway political decisions through pattern rf closing ïstoït lonu tefo^ E ®

■"complete infoimation. The second is the misrepresentation come ro an iniusttoe 8 “ effectlve end has
that emerges when stories have "lived their live" and are • His credentials as a victim nf -a i
pulled from the media because they are no longer "news listening to andqSstiZg™

So back to the first question. If the source of knowledge ot^ qSons°on roOThdcrandTdem '5T ‘° UnCarth 311
about apartheid has been primarily the news casts of major from onf who hlTa ves^d nrerTfn eqUa,C answers 
television networks and headline stories in newspapers and honesty and wisdom 
magazines, we may be working within a framework of ‘ 
ignorance and very selective knowledge. Part of this select 
knowledge may include the assumption that the practised 
life-styles of people living in Fredericton have nothing to do 
with the system of apartheid. Another manifestation rests on 
the further assumption that Canadians can do nothing to 
change the system of apartheid and that those who have tired " 
to suggest otherwise are stretching the issue. The third
consequence of this kind of dilemma rests on the assumption 
that the apartheid system's survival does not implicate 
Canadians, nor does it have any implications for the human 
rights situation in this country.

Addressing these assumptions has become the task of 
many who are convinced of the horror and injustice of the 
system of apartheid. Some have chosen to question these 
notions through a careful examination of the larger 
oppressions that are seen in societies normally regarded as 
being free and thus showing the kinship links between these 
oppressive systems and apartheid. Some have chosen to 
challenge the politicians in other countries whose policies 
towards South Africa are seen to betray a disregard for the 
interest of the oppressed while others have sought to 
challenge societies based on the shared systems of belief that 
are manifest even in South Africa. Such advocates are, for
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Layout by Kwame Dawes. 
Thanks to John Valk for 
information.

answering with

The following some of Mayson's provocative 
statements culled from a number of his articles. This week's 
feature justifies itself on the basis that it attempts to generate 
dialogue, to open an issue and keep it open for as long as is 
necessary.
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AA South African Methodist, e minister and
former editor of the now banned Pro
YÇritatç, Mr. Mayson will be meeting in 
SUB Room 103 on Friday, February 3, at 
2:00 pm - 3:30 pm. All are welcome!
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Confronting the Beast
Some Tough Questions About

mayson Apartheid
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by
CEDRIC

J
Apartheid: The System____________

Twenty thousand Methodists signed a petition last year when I 
TMvas banned, detained and charged with high treason for seeking 

liberation from apartheid. When I fled to this land with my wife 
and children to continue the struggle people were interested.

But the real burdens and battles of apartheid are carried by 
millions of whom you have not heard, so let me tell you 
something of them.

Three million have been forcibly removed from their homes at 
least once in the past two decades to 'clean up the white areas.' 
Many live in tents or shanties, queue for a communal too, and 
have a tap for water within a few hundred yards. Some walk a 
mile or more for every drop of water they will use in their lives. 
Doctors, teachers, ministers, lawyers, new clothes, books, 
sweets, telephones, television, proper houses, newspapers and 
fathers are seldom seen. Food is minimal; avoidable infectious 
diseases claim deaths daily.

Eleven million are crowded into these impoverished homelands, 
a labour reserve if required, but mostly surplus people, 
unn cessary for the whites’ money-making machines. Without 
consultation, they are forced to be foreigners.

I ’ost of all I think of the younger people. Oppression has made 
them more aware, better informed, more civilized, more motivated 
than their white counterparts. They are the poor and oppressed in 
whom God is producing the liberating elements of life by which 
the world is saved.

They may be working, studying, or unemployed; dancing, 
drinking or dynamiting; loving, marrying, having children; living 
in housing, hotels, or training camps. Just ordinary people, but 
united by a common conviction that the apartheid system is which 
they are trapped, like all evil, will be utterly destroyed. Their 
throats may be wide with laughter and their voices filled with 
song, but there is a determination in their eyes that reveals hearts 
totally committed to a new era of liberation.

They are not racist; they are not vicious; they are not 
Communists; they are not anti-Christ: Just determined. And 
because the tears have run down their cheeks and the blood has 
run down their backs, these young people of South Africa have a 
quality of life that is unbeatable.

APARTHEID is evil. It is no sin which can result in repentance 
and forgiveness but evil which must be destroyed. This is a 
thought for those who advocate programmes of reform, 
constructive engagement, or peaceful change.

with Christianity, and in many cases the conclusion has been to 
permit blacks to identify themselves with the status quo of the 
civic religion, rather than to equate the church with the priorities of 
blacks.I

Bv ^

Radical Christianity
There is no doubt from the pronouncements of the church that it 

believes apartheid to be incompatible with the Gospel, but so often 
these interminable resolutions cloak an irresolution of action.

The scriptures indicate an economic system which distributes 
power and wealth into shared ownership rather than the hands of a 
few; gives priority to the eradication of poverty, ignorance and 
disease; promotes human sized enterprises; seeks co-operative 
patterns of work and leisure, motivated by need rather than profit; 
and conducts its social engineering from the insights of the poor 
and oppressed. Jesus called people to commit themselves to a new 
community ( bound into small groups of disciples which gave up 
many of their former rules of social behavior, changed their 
religious practices, established new rules, shared their wealth, 
faced life together, found a new justice, joy and love, and 
produced a new theology out of their own experience.

The insistence upon analyzing human problems in terms of 
individual sin, rather than in the structures of society, is a 
complete denial of the emphasis of Jesus. Jesus' message 
centered on the renewal of society on Earth, what he called 
'Kingdom of God', and all his concern for individuals was within 
that Kingdom. It means fundamental changes in the society 
live in, but the churches have become so dependent upon the 
concept of white western Christian civilization - which is neither

For 50 years the African National Congress sought to bring 
change by peaceful means. Its leader, Chief Albert Lutuli received 
the Nobel Peace prize. The ANC was banned in 1960 as a passive 
resistance organization. Only after all peaceful means were closed 
to it, in 1962, did it adopt a military wing.

South Africa has declared war on peaceful change. Anyone who 
ignores this is guilty of complicity in deceit, and thus a cynical 
contempt is the usual African response to Western calls for 
peaceful change. The violence comes from the South African 
government, which is supported by Western governments and 
investors, and all the protestations of Western people are suspect 
until they stop making money out of apartheid.
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Civic Religion "Churchianitv”
Civic religions have made the word of God of none effect, 

teaching as doctrines the precepts them from proclaiming the 
reality of the living God in the experience or imagination of the 
poor; and their refusal to promote this revolution in theology 
crumbles their churches into redundancy.

A civic religion becomes identified with the attitudes and 
objectives of the ruling authorities. In South Africa, this is clear in 
the Afrikaans-speaking churches who support apartheid and 
deliberately establish themselves on racial lines, manipulating the 
(black) 'daughter churches' into positions of dependency.

It is less clear and more dangerous in the English-speaking 
churches, whose structure and outlook is also conditioned by the 
western hierarchical and materialistic ethic of which apartheid is 
such an obnoxious offspring. Charges have certainly taken place 
in the English-speaking churches in recent decades but only after 
years of battling against those who equate affluence and privilege

What apartheid is all about: South Africa is a society in which 
blacks are not recognized as citizens. They have no vote, no 
decision-making power at almost any level of society. They suffer 
untold hardship and misery because of government policies. The 
system is designed to keep them powerless, while whites who 
comprise only 16% of the population own and occupy 87% of the 
land. Whites take home 75% of the wealth of the country while at 
least 80% of blacks live below the poverty datum line. The 
Bantus tans (euphemistically called Homelands) are areas of 
deprivation, destitution, and desperation. South African whites are 

. amongst the most prosperous in the world, but this has been 
achieved through the systematic denial of political rights 
economic exploitation of the vast black majority.
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NTTZEREBB
Belief

(Geffen) /97.9The end of 1988 in Britain gave the 
more lurid tabloids plenty to shout stalwart Nltzer Ebb who, with their 
about. It marked the passing of a shaved heads and electronic war 
year in which every right-wing dick- cries, fit perfectly into this welcome 
head believed that a nation's youth new sensibility. The Nitzles have 
was under the influence of the various been around for some time and, 
manifestations of LSD and amphet- despite the fact that they are from 
amines. The reason, curiously Chelmsford in Essex, sound so 
enough, was mainly due to a new much like a natural progression from 
musical term that was in vogue. DAF that its frightening.
ACID HOUSE was the genre in 
question but originally the term arose to Ministry’s album at the same time 
merely as a curt description of a style, as deciding what to say about Belief, 
rather than any connection to nar- and this of course makes most other 
codes. 'House' as you know was the stuff pale in comparison. However, 
name given to the resurrection of with the volume turned up to the point 
disco music, but the Acid reference of sterilizing everything within fifty 
was merely a descriptive usage to a feet 'Belief' does actually deliver a 
more hard hitting acerbic manifesta- pretty good bag of double fisted rabbit 
tion, that quite often approached punches to the spleen. Where the 
sheer monotony in its incessant beat, album falls down is not knowing when 
To color the music, inventive DJs repetition could be used as an effec- 
copied the style of hip-hop by incor- live tool to lull the listener into a sense 
porating any number of songs and of false security just before a mind 
samples into the melee injecting a rich numbing twist blows you out of the 
tapestry of information into a frame- window, and when it is just down right 
work that made much of the experi- boring. Other complaints include 
ence incredibly stimulating as well as some of the lyrics, which are invari- 
being extremely infective to hoof to. ably delivered as if the vocalist is 
The result was unquestionable. The persistently wrenching barbed thorns 
floors were packed. out of his soft pert», this is

Creeping in through the back door, actually not a bad thing at all, but the 
but eventually elbowing its way right words are definitely rather silly. With- 
to the front, came the Balaerlc out Belief serves as a particularly rel- 
Beat. This style, profoundly influ- evant example as it sounds as if it is 
ended by the stripped- bare- chasis of an endorsement for a liquid detergent 
Kraftwerk and DAF was certainly in parts ("liquid clear! liquid
the most valuable development of the clear!.... etc.") and goes on to end
year. By September, the admittedly with everybody yelling "we could be 
rather insubstantial and rather silly naked!" You figure it out dear 
aspects of house were superceded readers, 
by a beat that almost obviated any 
need to actually dance. The tremen- to say that N.E. won’t be getting a 
dous thumping that walloped the pun- good airing at Griffiths Acres over the 
ters about almost removed the next few months. Mix it in at your next 
requirement for conscious movement, meat Fandango and see if you agree. 
The New Beat was significant too Nine out of ton housewives say that 
because, despite the urge to incite Without Belief makes strange things 
intestinal trauma, more often than not happen under their housecoats.
a message existed under the army of ________________________
sledge hammers and the legions of STEVE ftBiyEITHS 
rubberbands that had been connected 
to power lines. Thus, Front 242 and 
Ministry (see review this issue) 
brought a feeling of musical terrorism 
and defection to the clubs. The feel
ing of threat and danger surged to 
produce an adrenaline-packed 
evening out that might otherwise be 
reminiscent of a drunken roll in candy
floss.

Also on hand at this point were the

LABELALBUMARTIST
1. DECADE OF DREAMS
2. STRATEJACKETS 
a THE CHOKE
4. JULIAN COPE
5. VARIOUS ARTISTS

"The: 
little, 
dance, 
sense 
comm 
the stj 
a style 
dance i

The Parochial Zoo DTK
DTKAre You Crazy?
ObituaryGrind Our Design 

My Nation Underground Island
Nettwerk Sound Samp- Nettwerk

torn
Oktoberphycue

Great Ontario Modem 
Rock 

Hey!
Favorite Nation

Love Junk

Unfortunately, I've been listening
Odemo

Obituary
(indie)

6. PHYCUS
7. DRESDEN 45
8. VARIOUS ARTISTS

oDresden 45

"0
r=Qg9. THE GKUESOMES

10. FAVORITE NATION
11. PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
12. MENDELSON JOE
13. THE FALL
14. SARAH MCLACHLAN
15. MY DOG POPPER 
BEAST
16. ADULT FANTASIES
17. MINISTRY

mAutograph

Anthem
Beggar's Banquet 
Nettwerk 
Patois *

OChysalis 00Bom to Cuddle 
I Am Kurious Oranj 
Touch
668 Neighbor Of The

-<

OU 4
2
2 »Antler8 Neo-pathetic Scenes 

The Land Of Rape And 
Money

O OSire 5 m
z18. PLASTERCENE REPLICAS Glow

19. LLOYD COLE*THE
COMMOTIONS

20. COCTEAU TWINS
21. THE DRUIDS
22. THE ALARM
23. LLOYD HANSON
24. THENEPHILIM
25. SCREAMING TRIBES-

Raining < OCapitolMainstream -I
m

Blue Bell Knoll 4AD CO
demoThe Next Day 

Electric Folklore Live
The Great Debate 
Fields Of The Nephilim

O1RS >DTK Z 4>Beggar's Banquet aBones & Flowers Ryco
>MAN
ZPeace In Our Time 

Wherever I Go (single)

Flour
Miss America

28. BIG COUNTRY
27. TEN COMMAND

MENTS
28. FLOUR
29. MARY MARGARET

O'HARA

Vertigo
Sensible ■O

O
Touch & Go z:

-IVirgin m
z ■Live At The Channel30. 1GGYFOP A&M H

Nevertheless, this does not mean

;i:i Give Us a 
Shout!! 
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coron i* TOUR GUIDES!

______
PWP40 
SPECIAL 
$699.55

- Portable word processor 
Fast 3" disk drive 
10 cps typewriter/printer 
8 line x 80 character display

DUTIES: Tour Guides assist in the operation of the Legislative 
Assembly by providing the public with information on the Legis
lative Building and the Legislative process.
Tour Guides are often the sole point of personal contact with the 
public and guides must represent us with warmth and self- 
confidence.
QUALIFICATIONS: We are seeking applicants who are in full
time attendance at university. Competence in both official lan
guages is essential.
Incumbents should be available from late May to September 4, 
1 989.
SALARY: The salary is $4.75 - $6.25 per hour depending upon 
experience.
Applications are available from the Office of the Clerk of the Legis
lative Assembly and should be submitted ON or BEFORE Febru
ary 10, 1989.
APPLY: Clerk

/
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DUTIES: Rages assist in the operation of the Legislative Assem
bly by performing a variety of tasks for Members and Staff of the 
Assembly.
Pages are often the sole point of contact with the Members on 
the floor of the Legislative Assembly.
QUALIFICATIONS: We are seeking applicants who are in full-time 
attendance at university. Competence in both official languages 
is an asset.

SMITH
CORONIXill

XL2500 ».
}1special 

>299.95
Dictionary_______________
Full line correction 
New correcting cassette
Bold, auto center__________
CL1500 Electronic typewriter 
special $249.45. save $50.0C

Incumbents should be available on a part-time basis from March 
to June, 1989..//
SALARY: The salary is $6.00 per hour. Applications are availa
ble at the Office of the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly and should 
be submitted ON or BEFORE February 10, 1989.
APPLY: ClerkL Legislative Assembly of 

New Brunswick 
P.0. Box 6000 
Fredericton, N.B.
E3B 5H1

Legislative Assembly of New Brunswick 
P.0. Box 6000, Fredericton, N.B.
E3B 5H1THE STATIONER 

130 Prospect 458-8333
Telephone: 453-2506Telephone: 453-2506
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February 3, 1989 The Brunswlckan 17»T, TALENTO
New Talent '89. opening February 

5th, Is the UNB Art Centre's 21st * 
annual display of work by fulltime 
UNB and St. Thomas students. For 
many years It was an exhibit of 
visual arts only, but since 1984 the 
Creative Arts Committee of UNB 
and STU has cooperated with the 
Art Centre to enlarge the project to 
a prize-awarding competition in

"They make you want to laugh, to cry a poeUyand
little, to sing, to clap and ultimatelv to Nsw Talent 89 wiu °pen the, ^ U «UUUlttlCiy LO A,.,, centre in Memorial Hall at 2
dance. Tney nave a sense of occasion a pm Sunday- February 5th. At the
__________ ~ - * opening prizes will be awarded insense ot decorum, grace*, beauty...M This “e three categories, 

commentary gives a good description of pho,ofiraphy'
the style of Les Ballets Jazz de BÆontreal, winning poems win be read by their 

a style coming directly-from the fusion of cormpo!itionr^iibheenerfo^inogrdance and music played. The jurors will be from the
* university community.

This year's early entries suggest 
a particularity strong visual arts 
segment, including the first 
sculpture to be shown for some 
years. A set of slides is entered for 
the first time.

Poetry has always been a popular 
art form on these campuses "the 
poetry comer of Canada" possibly 
because of the long-ranging 
influence here of Bliss Carman, Sir 
Charles G.D. Roberts, Alden 
Nowlan and a very 
community of current writers.

Music Composition is an art ranged from a classical choral 
form less prominent in the history composition to synthesizer music, displayed in the UNB Art Centre in 
of New Talent, probably because The first entry of this year's Memorial Hall from the opening 
students with very strong competition is a score and tape for on February 5th until Sunday the 
attractions to music choose to a composition for 2 guitars and 12th. The Art Centre is open from 
attend a university with a music voices, with some additional 1® am to 5 pm Monday to Friday 
faculty. However, past entries have instruments. and from 2 to 4 on Sundays.
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Believe it or not. there is part of the ex-manager of devoted to his cause that he 
a film comedy about the The Charleston, who has offers to fight any one who 
murderous warfare been dismissed for represents the other side, 
between the Protestants stealing. What follows in when at the end you find 
and Roman Catholics of no accident either: this is a yourself cheering for a 
Northern Ireland. The film surprisingly funny movie healthy man to beat up this 
is Peter Smith's N o about the desperate blind man. you might 
Surrender (1986). A brief situation in Ireland today, 
synopsis: It's New Year's 
Eve in Liverpool, England disagreements may ensure that this film has effected 
and two bus loads o f the uproar that ensues, but 0n its audience, 
truculent merry-makers the film's humour comes There will be two 
arrive at a seedy nightclub more from the clash of showings: Saturday Feb. 4 
(The Charleston). One bus quirky characters. All the 
bears a lodge of over-the- characters are spunky and 
hill Orangemen; the other insistent about their 
carries Irish Catholic individuality, but one of 
pensioners. The double- the most memorable is 
booking is no accident: it is Paddy Burke, a blind man
an act of revenge on the who is so pugnaciously PAM LOUGHEED

iffyHr>| £t!! i k -
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pause and recognize the 
Political and religious seduction into madness tl

ÎLY J

and Sunday Feb. 5 at 8 pm 
in Tilley 
Memberships available at 
the door.

1.0 2 .
) _____

but you"I didn’t want to bring this up darling, 
desperately need a kleenex. "

When Genevieve Salbaing 
founded Les Ballets Jazz de 
Montreal in 1972, she wanted to 
dedicate a jazz company to jazz 
music and to experiment with the 
dance and music interaction: all 
styles of dance adaptable to jazz 
music. Sc, to build the exuberant 
aspect of Les Ballets Jazz de 
Montreal, she has commissioned 
extensively from outstanding 
creators in all fields including 
music from supreme jazz p 
Oscar Peterson and dance from the 
highly original Lynne Tay 
Corbett, choreographer of 
movie "Footloose." As a result,
Salbaing has produced one of the 
most entertaining companies in 
the world, famous for the 
exuberance and charm of its style, 
its spectacularly colourful 
performances and the excitement 
generated by the unlimited energy 
of its dancers.

The company’s signature style 
is flashy and entertaining, but at 
the same time dignified and 
daring. Their works have been

islative 
? Legis- described as "accurate styling 

'jazz' which are heightened by 
contemporary choreographers for 
today's presentation."

The troupe consists of 13 
dancers, all of whom can go 
through the most complicated 
steps and intricate patterns with 
"mesmerizing 
elegance, and vitality." They make 
physically difficult moves look 
liquid and

After
performance here almost a year 
ago, Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal
will dance back to the Fredericton 
Playhouse on February 3. The 
performance, part of the 
UNB/STU 1988-98 Creative Arts 
Series, will begin at 8:00 pm. 
Tickets are available at the 
Memorial Hall Arts Centre on the 
UNB campus and at the Playhouse 
Box Office. So, for an evening of 
dance that is "involving, 
intelligent and entertaining" - in 
short, a real treat - get yourse.f a 
ticket to Les Ballet Jazz de

S Oi

/ith the 
id self- Exhibit at Centre Communautaire

SABAT ANTICIPATES SPRING
FOREVER

YOURSin full- 
ial lan- assurance,

In his third annual exhibition "The Rite of Spring" exhibition, 
of paintings at le Centre shown at le Centre 
Communautaire Ste. Anne, Peter Communautaire Ste. Anne until 
Sabot is focusing on the evolution February 15, will not have an 
of spring in Fredericton. Titled official opening because the young 
"The Rite of Spring", the exhibit artist is presently at the Ontario 
consists of 20 watercolors, one of College of Art. He has just been 
which is his self-portrait. informed that one of his

The series, done mostly in 1987, watercolors was chosen, byjury, 
begins with "Melting Snow" on the to hang in Ontario Premier David 
Green with a minimal touch of Patterson's office at Queens Park 
color and line. Gradually, but during March 1989.

The exhibition "The Rite of

Theater Simple is pleased to 
announce its second mainstage 
groduction of the season, Michel 
Tremblay'* Forever Yours. 
darle-Lou. This internationally- 
mown playwright brings us a powerful 
domestic drama which follows the 
past and presents tensions of a 
family in conflict. Forever Your*. 
M a r l e - L o u in an excellent 
translation by John Van Burek and 
Bill Glaasco, opens Saturday, 
February 4 and runs Monday, 
February 6-11 with all curtain times at 
8:00 pm. Tickets $7.00, with a special 
for Seniors on Monday night of $4.00.

easy.nber 4, successfulitsianist

lor-
theg upon

e Legis- 
Febru-

notlceably from there, the images ____  __________ —
pick up more and more and spring", watercolors by Peter 
patterns as the season progresses, --abat, is open to the public in the 
Among the striking paintings in theatre foyer of the Centre 
this selection is ■" “ *
a view alon _____ _____
Old Cathedral Is Spring", 
paintings were done in 1988.

in is "Spring Morning", Commau taire Ste. Anne daily, 
g Grey Street, and "The from S am until 10 pm, including 
dral In Sorintf", Both -weekends.
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GAME #2: The Kobayashi Alternative" GAME #3: "The Rebel Universe*
AVAILABLE FOR: Apple II series, IBM PC/PCjr, AVAILABLE FOR: Apple II series. Macintosh, IBM 

Commodore 64/128, Mac maybe? PC/Compatibles, Commodore 64/128, Atari ST.
SYNOPSIS/OBJECTIVE: Sulu, and happy he is, SYNOPSIS/OBJECTIVE: A Klingon mind-control 

has snagged command of the USS Robert Heiniein. device has taken control of the minds of several 
What he's not happy about is that he fend his ship Federation ships' crew members and planet-dwellers 
have disappeared somewhere in the 145 Trianguli to fore them into mutiny. The Federation has erected 
sector. The Enterprise's job is to explore each and a "Klein sphere" to quarantine the area in which the 
every one of the planets there to find Heiniein and mutinies are occurring and Enterprise has 5 years to 
Sulu. There are various drawbacks, because some annihilate the mind-controller before the Klein sphere 
aliens dont speak English/Standard and lots of them becomes permanent
don't even know what a Sulu is. Some are hostile... DIFFICULTY LEVEL: Exasperating. The hardest

DIFFICULTY LEVEL: As high as Promethean, but of the three, 
it's easier to get the hang of. CONTROL: Keyboard cursor keys, joystick, or

CONTROL: Keyboard, using English-language mouse, 
sentence commands. STRATEGIES: Beam up as many weapons foat

STRATETIES: One can go to the computer for don't have to be installed as you possibly can. Don't 
reference. Scan the planet's atmosphere aid wear a beam Uhura down. Other than that don't ask me. 
spacesurt before you beam down if the planet is not a WHAT TO SAY OR NOT TO SAY: Not applicable, 
perfect Class M. If you dont you could be squashed You dont type.
by the gravity, killed by the atmosphere, and other COPYING: Oh for heavens sake, they do all the 
nasty things. And check your coordinates before other games up so that you cant copy them, then 
you beam down. If you beam to some points, you can they release a game that you can copy the normal 
encounter the life right away. way. Ill never understand the corporate mind!

WHAT TO SAY OR NOT TO SAY: You can cut GRAPHICS: The best of the three, fois game 
some of your commands short For example, when employs what is referred to as the "Multivision" 
saying "Spqck, report to the transporter room,"you system, meaning that there are 8 windows shown at
can just say "Spock go to transport" If you say any one time, with the one you are using large and
something that the computer doesn't understand, dead center. You get almost 3-D views of the original 
you will be alerted with "ALERT:: You must use cast members, space vessels, etcetera. But, 
accepted StarFleet protocol!" And here, if you swear unfortunately, foe IBM version is not designed for foe 
three times, you are taken to Sickbay and sedated, high-def monitor and foe graphics are inferior to what 
ending the game. "Suck your thumb" counts too! is shown for the Atari ST system. The coloring is
The same fate befalls you if you ask for speeds mostly in red, white, and black. Even so, there are
higher than warp 8. some good views, such as foe Klingon and Romulan

COPYING ONTO IBM: MAKE SURE YOU COPY vessels.
THE "NOKEY" PROGRAM! This is what initiates the

Although my field of expertise is NextGen, I do 
spend a lot of my time watching ST Classic. But my 
interest in Classic is nowadays limited mostly to 
computer games that aren't just "shoot the Klingon." 
Believe me, there ire some.

Simon & Schuster, who are owned by the same 
company as Paramount Pictures (Gulf and Western), 
market three very complex games available for the 
Apple II series, the IBM PCs and compatibles, the 
Commodore 64 and 128, foe Atari ST, and in one 
case, the macintosh. Two are impossible to copy and 
one you are encouraged to copy. My observations 
are based on foe IBM PC versions, although 1 
suspect that foe games are very similar despite 
system differences.

GAME #1 : "The Promethean Prophecy"
AVAILABLE FOR: Apple II series. IBM PC, 

Commodore 64 and 128
SYNOPSIS/OBJECTIVE: The Enterprise has been 

attacked and almost all decks have been damaged. 
The base which the Enterprise uses for synthesizing 
all of its food has been contaminated. It will take over 
a week to fix foe engines. The player's job, as 
Captain Kirk , is to- explore Class M planet 
Prometheus IV in search of a protein source. This 
could be complicated because of strange beings 
running around.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL: Quite high, even considering 
how complex these Interactive fiction" games are.

CONTROL: Keyboard (commands are written in 
sentences, for example, "Spock, eat foe phaser".)

STRATEGIES: None that IVe discovered.

WHAT TO SAY OR NOT TO SAY: Such nonsense 
commands as "eat the phaser" are often rejected with 
sayings like "You are hungry, it's true, but consider 
foe indigestion." The program does not understand 
swearing, so don't do it unless you’re desperate.

GRAPHICS: There are two windows and a 
backdrop of stars. On a high-resolution monitor, this 
comes off as being quite pretty.

COPYING FOR THE IBM: I don't know how to do it! 
There's a hidden program somewhere on foe dskette 
that can't be copied, and it forces foe computer to go 
to drive A. If copied onto a floppy, foe program just 
won’t initiate.

RATING: On foe Ebert 0-to-4 star scale,, **1/2
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On RATING: ***
There are many more games available, such as 

™GA Trek, a shareware program. But these are

(0
game! If you don't, you'll be told that Scotty is 
missing his star maps, and to insert the original game 
disk (they give you about 10 seconds to do so). If 
you don't, Spock informs you that computer piracy is 
a serious StarFleet offence and you are given foe 
same fate as if you were to swear three times.

GRAPHICS: Windows appear as each character 
speaks. Your location and other essential data is 

' given on two windows which take up 65% of foe 
screen. Very pretty and high-quality.

RATING: ***1/2

(believe it or not) foe only three I know for sure are in 
wide commercial circulation at the moment. Radio 
Shack is a good place to look; I know that they do 
have "Revel Universe" for foe IBM. As for the other 
games, it might be a little tricky finding them. On your 
next trip across the border, go to Bangor and pick up 
Promethean Prophecy or something. Ifs worth foe 
trouble....

Id
By Cassandra Carlisle •

the N.B. government support the N.B. must be commended for 
abolition of the Notwithstanding conducting hearings and for taking 
clause of the Charter, clause 33. We seriously its task of approving such 
fear that this clause will become a tool an important 
to restrict equality rights.W 7U undet constitutional

amendment. Women's groups across 
"Who among the First Ministers is Canada have criticized the lack of 

against guaranteeing equality to significant consultation in the Meech 
women and men? If there is consensus Lake Accord process." 
that the Accord was not intended to / 
affect these Charter rights, then it Canadian population and.since they 
should be possible to put this rely on constitutional protection to 
consensus in writing," said Ms. • remove barriers to equality, any

amendment to the Constitution is of

r*

"Since women are over half of theneeds io be exercised here; perhaps if 
the SUB policy has more input from 
the people it was built for the problem 
of non-smoker's rights in the cafeteria 
can be resolved best.

Dave Jelly

Continued from pagé 2 Smokers' Rights
supposed to stay home? Cigarettes arc 
sold on Campus, right in the SUB - is 
the store going to be forced to stop 
selling them?

During the Federal Election, 
unemployment was a big issue - are 
the "powers that be" trying to put 
Beaver Foods out of business to 
increase unemployment?
It is my opinion and the opinion of 

those I associate with in the SUB that 
the smokers on Campus are being, 
persecuted. We have freedom of choice 
- we choose to smoke. We are willing 
to give non-smokers their share of the 
cafeteria - one-half of it. We would 
like to see our Union fees invested in 
a proper ventilating system as a 
concession to those non-smokers.

If this controversial issue was put to 
a vote (polling all persons involved 
with the University) you would 
discover that there are more smokers 
than non-smokers and that a lot of the 
non-smokers don't wish to see their 
smoking friends abused by the system.

Without the tuitions, fees and money 
spent on Campus by smoking students 
what would happen to the University 
and the businesses which are 
dependent on it?

I was under the impression that we 
live in a democratic society - 
apparently I was wrong.

GaudeL

VThe Notwithstanding clause, which great interest to them. Based on their 
has been used by Quebec and experience before Canadian courts, 
Saskatchewan, provides a mechanism Canadian women have concluded that 
by which governments can pass laws equality rights must be clearly spelled 
that may conflict with parts of the out in the letter of the law. Statements 
Charter of Rights for periods of five of interest by politicians have little 
years at a time. "The Government of weight as legal evidence."

The SUB was constructed with stu
dent money for the use of students, not 
a government or university job loca
tion program for the benefit of Kim 
Norris and staff. Why, then is he 
allowed to confine smoking to a tiny 
area usually inhabited by people trying 
to study quietly on an autocratic whim?

Let's be reasonable in the policy
making for the student's building. 
Either a vote can be taken, or the SUB 
can be renamed the Kim Norris Build
ing with the money raised to construct 
the building for students cheerfully 
refunded for its purchase.

I hope a different means besides a 
dictatorship can be made to form a 
policy acceptable to everyone such as 
smoking on only the carpeted floor, 
reverting to the original policy, or 
banning it outright if that is the will 
of the students. Another alternative

Equality
i

Dear Editor: ,
The Government of New Brunswick 

should not sign the Meech Lake 
Accord unless amendments are made to 
protect Charter equality rights. That is 
the position recommended to the 
Government of N.B. by the New 
Brunswick Advisory Council on the 
Status of Women at the public 
hearings on the Accord in Fredericton 
today.

"We propose that changes be made 
to give the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms supremacy within the 
Constitution," said Jeanne d’Arc 
Gaudet, Chairperson of the Advisory 
Council. "We further recommend that
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by Mark Savoie extremely aggressive pressing Bloomers kept them from getting team leader in foul shots with 38 conference and the only dangers to
defence by the Red Bloomers at many second shot opportunities, going into the weekend, only the Red Bloomers are fatigue and

Last weekend the UNB Red the start of the second half As a result the bloomer defence went to the line four times over overconfidence. Once that weekend
Bloomers scored a pair of prevented Acadia from scoring a held AMU to a mere 12 points at the weekend. Despite this, Kara is over the Bloomers schedule
convincing victories over the point until 7:10 had elapsed, halftime. Coming out for the still managed to hit for 20 points turns tough, with a rematch at the
Acadia Axettes and the SMU Pauline Lordon led all scorers second half with an 18 point, 30- in the two games. Jennifer Hale Aitken Centre against Dalhousie,
Huskies. The wins came by scores with 16 points despite resting on 12 lead the Bloomers let up a had a solid weekend, leading the plus two matches against
of 58-41 and 57-39 respectively, the bench for almost half the little as SMU matched them for team in playing time for both extremely tough UPEI.
SMU had not been expected to put game because of illness, 27 points each in the half. games. Sandwiched in there is one game
up much opposition, but Acadia The game against SMU saw the Because of her gutsy Hopefully this means that she against less than threatening ST
came into their contest with a 3-1 Bloomers start quickly. Pauline performance in light of her is now aver the illness which had FX. The makeup game for the
record, their sole loss being a Lordon held a hot hand for the illness, Pauline Lordon grabbed been slowing her down over the match which was snowed out
season opening 69-45 beating by first half, scoring 18 of her game AUAA Athlete of the Week early part of the season. against UPEI has been scheduled
the Bloomers. high 26 points. Offence was not honours, joining Kara Palmer as < This weekend the Red Bloomers for February 17th.

Acadia did make a good fight of the key to the Bloomers success, Bloomers who have grabbed this will make the long drive to Cape 
it in the first half of their game, however. Saint Mary’s was unable title. Kara Palmer had a Breton in order to tackle the 
trailing by only five points (28- to get the ball through the hoop disappointing weekend, a s UCCB Capers in a pair of games.
23) at the half. However, an and impressive rebounding by the evidenced by the fact that she, the UCCB is the weak sister of the
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UNB at STU 2:00 pm L.B. Arena Jy "The Road Trip 11”

Raiders Ready' K
Mounties, the Raiders were 
winning by three late in the 

• game. At the buzzer, Mountie 
After a disappointing (0-2) Mount Allison on Friday in guard, Rory Herget hit a three 

weekend swing through Acadia search of their first conference 
and St. Mary’s, the men’s win. 
basketball team will head to

several raiders were tooled out and coaches and new players, the 
consequently robbed of a win. Raiders are without a win in the 
The Raiders visibly disappointed nation's toughest conference. If 
with the home loss are motivated the Raiders are to close the sea- 
to prove they are the superior son on a high note, the win will

come this weekend.
point shot from twenty-five feet 
to send the game into overtime. 

In their last meeting with the Due to questionable officiation
team.

In this A season of new

LD
HI Atheletes of the Week ékW

Fourth year Red Bloomer, illness, the fourth year Arts defeated the Blue Eagles 3-0. 
Pauline Lordon, has been chosen 
as this weeks female athlete of 
the week. The 21 year old,
Chatham, NB native led the 
Bloomers to two victories on the

m student dominated both games. Claude, an 18 year old first year
Coach Claire Mitton says, "that science student led the team with
was Pauline's most guttsy 11 kills. The Fredericton native
performance and proves what a has been the most consistent
true leader and very determined performer over the past three

weekend. In Saturday s 57-39 win athlete she is." Pauline also weeks and again dominated all
over SMU, Pauline had 26 points achieved AUAA Athlete of the aspects of the game. Coach Paul
and 12 rebounds. Friday night, Week. Belanger says, "that Claude made
the former AUAA MVP led the First year Rebel, Claude very few attack errors and was the
Bloomers with 16 points and 7 Cullinan has been chosen the leader of the team in an easy
rebounds in a 56-41 win over

Ï
I
I
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Bi
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X
CT ST. ATmale athlete of the week. On victory." 

Acadia. Despite not practicing for Sunday the Volleyball 
two weeks due to a serious

to 4ip-team
travelled to Moncton and easily
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Molson’s
Athletes of the Month► *5 » by

Former AUAA MVP, Pauline that performance, the Red of-the-week, once during 
Lordon, a fourth year Red Bloomer captain hooped 26 December (the only such award) 
Bloomer and a defending AUAA points and pulled in 12 rebounds and once in January. During the 
wrestling champion, Todd in a 57-39 win over Saint December week (Nov. 28 - Dec. 
Bursey, have been honored as Mary's. This outstanding 4), Todd won the 143 pound class 
UNB's Female and Male1 performance followed two weeks at the University of Maine

of watching practice from the (Orono) Freestyle Meet by 
sidelines due to an illness. For outpointing his opponent 15-0. 
her gutssy performance Pauline During the week of January 9-15, 

Pauline, 21 from Chatham, was honored as the AUAA- Todd travelled to Queen's 
NB, was honored this past week Female Athlete-of-the-Week. University and lost in the final of 
as UNB’s Female Athlete-of-the- Coach Claire Mitton realized the 134 pound class to a three 
Week. The fourth year Arts from this performance just how time Canadian Junior Champion, 
student led the Bloomers to two valuable Pauline is to the In preparation for the AUAA's, 
road victories during the weekend Bloomers success and says, "that Todd has shown steady 
of January 27 & 28. On the 27th, this effort shows just what a true improvement in his techinical 
Pauline scored 16 points and leader she is." 
grabbed 7 rebounds in a 56-41 
victory over Acadia. Following
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ability and mat strategy and has 
Todd, 22 from Moncton, NB, led coach George Multamaki to 

was honored twice as the athlete- say, "that Todd provides the team
&Y

X\
/âc(L-R): Pauline Lordon,
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Todd Bunsey
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Flu bug got you down? 
We've got the cure, the 
CHSC Cold Special 
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Reds Split
"THE ROAD T>by Kelly Craig when needed. They are definitely 

players to be recognized for their 
The Lady Reds hosted a two day hard and efficient play. ' 

volleyball series against the
women's volleyball team from without its problems this 
Memorial. The Lady Reds played weekend. Problems stemmed from 
good, solid volleyball Saturday the injuries that plagued the 
defeating the Memorial team 3 starting line-up of the Lady Reds, 
games to two. Unfortunately, on Tanya Manuel injured her leg, 
Sunday the injuries took their toll Julie Campbell played despite 
on the Lady Reds and they were shin splints, team Captain Elaine 
handed a defeat by Memorial by 3 Buck was playing unhealthy, and 
games to 0. Donna also played injured.

Saturday’s game was a very well However, starter Lisa Pellerin had 
played game for the Lady Reds, a terrific game. She was right on 
Elaine Buck recorded 20 hard kills target with all her sets and flew 
and Julie Campbell recorded 18 and dove all over the court to dig 
kills. Cookie Coholan also had a the ball up and put it back in 
big game for the Lady Reds whose play. Elaine Buck also had one of 
defense was right on target. Coach her best games of the year despite 
Kamermans was really pleased health problems, 
with the way the girls played. In

r
UNB was not, however,
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rr DON’T BE LEFT BEHIND
- Bus leaves to Mount ,t from the 
SUB
- can Buy horns and trip shirts in 
SUB lobby
■ party on the bus
- arrive at Mount A
■ Basketball starts

Mount A vs UNB Bed Raiders
- 2 * 12 hours for dinner
- have to get back early to get good 
seats

- Hockey starts *
Mount A. vs UNB Red Devils

- Game ends, buses leave in 1 /? hour
- Buses leave for UNB 
-party on the bus
- Buses arrive back at the SU B

10:30 am*0

This Friday night at 8:00 pm in 
previous games the girls had the main gym the Lady Reds host 
trouble with their serves but this the Mt. Allison team. Despite 
trouble was ended Saturday with losing to Mt. A 
the superb service of Cookie previously,the girls are looking 
Coholan. Cookie served up 4 aces for a win against an athletic and 
in the fifth game Saturday to give tall Mt. A team. UNB is hyped up 
UNB the win. Overall, Coach for this game and hope to keep 
Kamermans was very pleased with Mt. A off balance with consistent 
the overall team effort. ply. "We are looking forward to

Coach Kamermans depends a lot ending off the season in the 
on her bench players. They are the AUAA's," 
key to keeping the team going. Kamermans. Mt.A is another 
The bench players keep the hurdle for the Lady Reds to get 
communication between the

11 00 am 
1:00 pm 
2:00 pm

to support thetwice
4:00 pm

THIS IS OPEN T

obust? 7:30 pm

AND CAN? 10:30 pm 
11:00 pm*

A
THERE

Tm

1:00 am

* Denotes an estimated lime of departure
Pnb

said Coach
3

éludent

Union
<fejnswkkon_over on their way to the AUAA's. 

players going. They pep up the Good luck Lady Reds! 
team and add freshness to the team
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Competence in English
Students who have not yet satisifed the requirements for 
competence in english who have not already failed the test 
twice are being notified in the verification of registration 
letter that was mailed to students last week, that they will 
have another opportunity to write the competence in Eng
lish test (CET).
Students are being scheduled for either:

1 Do you want to have advertising 
that can best communicate with 
the UNB & STU faculty and student
b°dies? .
If so contact Alan Robichaud (Ad
Manager) at the BRUNSWICKAN
453-4983.
The cost of designing this ad 1, in- 
corperated Into the price of ,he ad.

I ...........

WE

/Wednesday, February 8 or Thursday, February (A 
l Time: 7:00 pm Place: TlUey HaU, Room 102 1

Æ TRADECompact Discs
Your verification or registration letter indicates the day / 
time / place for you to write the test. If you have lost your 
notification or are unaware of your scheduled time and 
place, please contact Mrs. Juanita Haines at the registrar's 
office 1453-48641,__________________________________

Magic Forest
Music Store 

546 Queen St.J

r 1
*
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Rebels Rebelling
by Kelly Craig and make the kills possible. It

also helped keep UNB in their 
This past weekend the UNB second placing in the AU A A.

Rebels travelled to Moncton in UNB now stands at a record of 7 
hopes of victory. They achieved wins, five losses, 
this in grand fashion. Sunday The Rebels had a slow start in 
afternoon at 2:00 pm the Rebels the first game but bounced back 
took to the court against U de M. quickly making short work of U 
The outcome was a 3 game to 0 de M. The Rebels displayed 
victory for the Rebels. They stronger executions of the plays 
defeated U de M by scores of 15-4, and ran many one on one blocks

to set up their kills. They had a 
The Rebels played a good, solid quick running game which 

game of volleyball against U de accounted for U de M only 
M. Claude Cullinan stacked up 11 blocking with one player, 
kills for the Rebels and teammate This weekend the UNB Rebels 
Rick Boyle had 4 stiff blocks will host a league tournament, 
against Moncton. Guy Gallibois They hope to finish with a 2-1 Games start Saturday in the main 
topped off the game with very record from the tournament To do gym- Come out and support the 
well executed sets to set the ball this, the team will require good Rebels.

►
:! :■ ■►

leadership from team captain 
Nathan Stairs. "Nathan is a 
mature and responsible person. He 
provides good leadership off the 
court," says Coach Paul Belanger 

Dalhousie, U de M, and 
Memorial will all be here this 
weekend for the league 
tournament. UNB will play their 
first match against #1 ranked 
Dalhousie. This will be a tough 
tournament for UNB because Dal 
is undefeated so far in the AUAA. 
Coach Belanger hopes to play 
consistent ball and keep 
improving as the season goes.
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This weeks C.I.A.U. Rankings
Basketball fWl Volleyball fMlHockey (Ml Basketball fMl Volleyball fWl Track ft r, (Ml Track ft F. fWl

1. Calgary (1)
2. U.Q.T.R (2)
3. Moncton* (3)
4. Alberta (4)
5. McGill (5)
6. Western (6)
7. Acadia* (9)
8. U. Sask. (10)
9. U.P.E.I.* (7)
10. Waterloo (8)

* Denotes a A.U.AA. school

1. U. Vic(l)
2. Brandon (2)
3. Regina (3)
4. Toronto (4)
5. U.P.E.I.* (5)
6. Acadia* (7)
7. Concordia (8) 7. Lethbridege (7) 7. Dalhousie* (7)
8. Western (6)
9. Guelph (NR)
10. Calgary (9)

1- Calgary (1)
2. Winnipeg (2)
3. U. Vic (3)
4. Manitoba (4)
5. Regina (5)
6. U.P.E.I.* (6)

1. Calgary (1)
2. Manitoba (2)
3. U.B.C. (4)
4. Laval (5)
5. York (3)
6. Sherbrooke (6)

1. Winnipeg (1)
2. U. Vic (2)
3. Manitoba (5)
4. Laval (3)
5. Calgary (4)
6. U.B.C. (6)
7. Alberta (7)
8. York (NR)
9. Toronto (10) 9. Waterloo (10)
10. Sherbrooke (8) 10. McMaster (8)

1. Windor(2)
2. York (4)
3. Queens (7)
4. Western (1)
5. Toronto (5)
6. U. Sask. (6)
7. UBC (3)
8. McGill (9)

1. Western (1)
2. Toronto (3)
3. York (4)
4. Winder (2)
5. U. Sask. (5)
6. McMaster (6)
7. Queens (7)
8. Guelph (10)
9. UBC (8)
10. Laurentian (9)

1

8. Dalhousie* (8) 8. Waterloo (NR)
9. McMaster (9) 9. U. Vic. (NR)
10. Toronto (NR) 10. U. Sask. (8)
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Axemen Axe Devils ■ 4

i
30 UNB was unable to get any 
shots past goalie Ian Maclssac. 
With UNB down 3-4 and time 
running out, a bad clearing pass 
by St. FX was intercepted at the 
blue-line by Jamie Lehman who

The UNB Red Devils split shot it back into the comer. Rob 
another weekend series at the Beatty worked it out and after 
A.U.C. UNB was hoping for two having his first shot blocked by a 
victories so as to catch 4th place diving defenseman, he passed it 
Mt. A. Unfortunately the Acadia into the slot where Jim Landing 
Axemen thought otherwise.

Despite UCCB taking the lead score held up for the next two and 
in Saturday's game in the first a half minutes and both teams 
minute and adding to it halfway prepared for overtime, 
through the first, UNB scored 4 UNB came out flying in the 
unanswered goals to cap the overtime creating chances early 
scoring and the victory. The top on, but were unable to capitalize, 
scorer for UNB was Rodleau, With one minute left, and the 
having a three point night.

At the same time Mt. A was center won the faceoff and took a 
losing to the best team in the snap-shot that got by goalie 
Kelly Division; St. Mary's. St. Scott MacDonald. Top scorer for 
Mary's won putting UNB and UNB was John Coppa with 1 
Ml A tied for forth place.

By Eric Drummie
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UNB5 UCCB 3
UNB 4 St. FX 5

(overtime)
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faceoff in UNB’s end, the Sl FX <
fWl v 4

. 4Scott MacDonald makes the save, but St. FX caught UNB in the overtime 5-4. Photo by Eric Drummie 4
4:n <

3) <Bears 5thgoal and 2 assists for the game.
UNB was able to come from Fortunately Ml A had lost 8-6 to 

behind against UCCB but was Dal, leaving the standings 
unable to achieve it on Sunday, unchallenged.
St. FX took the lead throughout UNB’s next game is tomorrow 
the game leaving UNB with no night at Mt. A. This game will 
choice except to catch up. certainly play a big role in UNB’s 
Despite out-shooting St. FX 41- chances to make the play-offs.
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The UNB Black Bears hosted ahead of them. They played a rest with UNB gaining 8 points, 
the UNB Open Wrestling tough Montreal squad and Mt. A St. Francis Xavier managed 6 
tournament this past weekend in was also looking good. Montreal points and La Pocataire, Quebec 
the main gym. Seven teams placed first with a total of 47 had 5 points, 
came out to participate in the points and Mt. Allison finished Feb. 4, the UNB Black Bears 
tournament. Of these seven second with 15 points, travel to St. FX for an Open 
teams, two of the teams travelled Memorial picked up third place there. This is an all day event 
from Quebec to take part in the with 11 points and Bathurst came occurring in St. FX. Best of

in fourth with 10 points.
Unfortunately for the Black UNB, St. FX, and L a Coach George Multamaki.

Bears, four of the teams placed Pocataire, Quebec rounded out the

r(6)
7)
10)

lan (9)

1luck to the UNB Black Bears andUNB Open.
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Maritime Marlm Travel
Check out our nriees forSnSrJP § ■ _ _ _ _
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London Airfare $388.00
Florida Transportation and Hotel $459.95 

Quebec Ski Package $149.00 
VIA Rail Travel Half Price
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CGA 4

long-term. 4
4i <
4

Éb> /Make the Certified General Accountants education program part 
of your future and build a career in accounting or financial 
management.

Our study program lets you work full-time as you advance in 
your career. You'll develop computer expertise, a full range of 
highly desirable professional skills, and the unique ability to lead 
in industry, government, commerce, and public practice. 
Relevant university courses earn you advanced credit standing. 
Exemption policy brochure is available upon request.

To find out more about Canada’s most innovative and fastest- 
growing source of accounting professionals, contact:

pj « « .uive us call. droD in don't be shy ?

JJ TVTo^Hm*.Maritime
I _' Marlin Travel
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Located In the SUB
4
4
4
1Certified General Accountants Association 

P.O. Box 5100, Moncton, New Brunswick E1C 8R2
(509) 857-2204
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INTRAMURAL PROGRAM/

accepted at the UNB Business 
Office, between 10:00 am and 
2:00 pm.

CURLING BONSPIELWOMEN’S INTRAMURAL 
BASKETBALL LEAGUE

The ice is pebbled; the stones are 
sharp; and the brooms hang ready.i

* This is it, your last chance to 
register in the ever so popular The Intramural Curling Bonspiel 
sport of basketball. Enter as a will be held on Saturday, February
team if you can’t find a bunch of 11 f{on? 12:00 10 6:00 Pm at the 
ladies to make up a team. That's Fredericton Curling Club, 
okay because we accept individual Registrations are being accepted at 
entries also. An individual entry 016 Recreation Office, Room 
will be put on a team or a team A121 L.B. Gym between 10:00 

v will be made up of a group of ^ 311(1 2:00 Pm- Entry Deadline 
individual entries. Entry deadline 18 Thursday, February 9 at 2:00 
is 2:00 pm on Tuesday, February Pm- The Bonspiel is being hosted 
7th in the Recreation Office, by 016 UNB/STU Curling Club.

Further information is available at

Weight Training
Back by Popular Demand! A 
second session of Beginner 
Weight Training has been added to 
accommodate the demand for 
instruction in this activity. 
Classes will be held on Monday 
and Wednesday evenings, 7:00 - 
8:00 pm beginning Wednesday 
February 15. Interested individuals 
can register at the Business Office 
beginning Monday, February 6. 
Fees are $15.00 for students and 
pass holders and $30.00 for 
others. Further information is 
available at the Recreation O/fice.

►

MDOSEHEAD
Varsity Calendar

:
> - l

th►
► Friday. February 3►

- (►

8:00Volleyball (W) Mt. A at UNB 
Basketball (M) UNB at Acadia bi7:30►

Room A121, of the Lady 
Beaverbrook Gym. Saturday. February 4 rthe Recreation Office or from Joey 

Cavanaugh 458-9713.CO-ED BROOMBALL UNB League Tourney all day
UNB at St. FX OPEN

Volleyball (M)
Wrestling 
Basketball (W) UNB at UCCB 
Basketball (M) UNB at Mt. A. 
Hockey

NON-CREDIT INSTRIJCTION
SUThe "Little Choo Choos" are the 

winners of this year's intramural .Racquetball 
Co-Ed Broomball league. Early Registration is underway for the 
this term the "Little Choo Choos" Beginner Racketball program, 
played against the "Phys. Eds." in This is your opportunity to learn 
the finals. The "Little Choo 0,6 fundamentals of this popular 
Choos" won and captain Kevin rac<iuet game. Class will be held 
O'Neil was pleased with their 2-0 at L- B- Gym courts on Tuesday 
win. Mark Colwell and Luke evenings from February 7 to 
Albert scored for the "Little Choo March 14 (not February 28). 
Choos". Captain Geri VanBergen Equipment will be supplied, 
said that the "Phys. Eds." were a Enrollment is limited so interested 
better team deep down. Special individuals are advised to register 
thanks to the participants, early. Fees are $15.00 for students 
captains, and referees who made 311(1 P388 holders and $30.00 for 
broomball possible. others. Registrations are being

7:00KARATE CLUB
-]2:00

- RENE LEGER 
459-3637 
458-3638

N.B. CHAMPIONSHIPS 
TOURNAMENT

7:30UNB at Mt. A.

R.Sunday. February 5

Volleyball (M) UNB League Tourney all day 
Basketball (W) UNB at UCCB 1:00

10:00 AM - WEST GYM
-SATURDAY 10:00 AM

_/ Computer
Science

Association
We're going skiing !1

All CSA members and 
guests are welcome. 
Bus leaves at 3:15 pm 
Saturday, Feb. 4. 
Night skiing at Crabbe 
from 4:30 - 9:30, with 
bus leaving Crabbe at 
9:45 pm.
Lift: $8 with Student

AIESEC UNB Arts
Undergraduate

Society
Valentine's

Day
Sâmg
- a -

y
‘tfc:

1
H

cordially invites volunteers for 
its 6th Annual Arts Cabaret 
during February 16-17. If 
you are a musician, comedian 
or have any particular enter
taining talent you are most 
welcome to participate. Op
portunity for the exhibition of 
artwork and photography also 
exists. For more information 
the A.U.S. can be contacted at 
453-5180.

gram

send someone 
y you know a > 
\ song & I 
\ flower J

» ID
Rental: $13
Tickets for bus are 
available in D-8 on 
Friday or in Head Hall 
Lobby before bus 
leaves on Saturday.

Order taken Feb. 9-10 
SUB Lobby 11:00 - 4:00 pm 
Deliveries Feb. 13 - 14 

9:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Don't miss out!!
Price $4.00

i
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pio All organizations interested 
in Student Union funding

- All applications for funding for the fiscal year May 1, 1990 are due at 
the union by Feb. 24.
- Clubs and societies in the faculty of Engineering shall direct their 
budgets to the E.U.S.
- The Union will be holding a faculty consultation regarding this 
subject Feb. 7 at 7:30 pm in Room T102.
- For more information please contact either Ernest Dunphy or Luigi 
Rocca at Room 126 of the SUB or phone 453-4955.

UNB ———
STUDENT UNION

1

1:00
':30

11 day

':00
1:00
r:30

11 day
L:00

PC?) (CQ.
:m

IT'S COMING! SEE NEXT WEEK'S
BRUNS FOR DETAILS.Q

V

and
LC.
► pm

LIMITED EDITIONibbe Mvith 
e at Orders for the 1989 UNB 

Yearbook "Up the Hill" 
are being taken. 

Orders may be placed at 
Room 126 of the SUB. 

Price $25.00

i1 vlent

UP THE HILL 
YEARBOOK

1
Hall

r.
P.t r.T,Tit rrv» r.rrrTTT r.-r rr r.r rr* rrttVtT'r.rwfl«-«nvir' %«rwn-sw,
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CAMPUS
MiPtisAxy

■

UPCOMIN I;

»■ .
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Rev. Monte Peters 454-3525 or 459-5673 
Rev. Neville Cheeseman 454-3525 or 454-6507 

Mr. John Valk 459-5962 or 453-5089
Fo

Asking $7 
1987 desij 
Asking $5(

The University of New Brunswick's Resident Musicians will continue their "Music at Noon" 
series on Friday, 3 February at 12:30 sharp in the auditorium, UNB Memorial Hall. This week 
will feature pianist Arlene Nimmons Pach in a presentation of Chopin's Mazurkas. All are 
welcome and admission is free.

Coffee. Cookies and Fellowship: Every Friday afternoon
2:00-5:00. Drop by, meet some new people, drink 
some coffee, have some coffee and talk about what's 
important. Moqte Peters' Residence, Apt 2 Bridges 
House. All welcome.

Pre-Marriaae Counseling Workshop. Comtemplating 
marriage? Need assistance dealing with some 
uncertainties? UNB Campus Ministry is presenting 
a one-dav "workshop" on marriage preparation 
March 11.

,

Want i 
impressioi 
gown; orij 
metallic gc 
Paid $375. 
450-7863.

WVSC Regular Meeting rescheduled for Feb. 8, 7 pm. Faculty lounge, 2nd floor, Marshall 
D'Avary Hall. Guest Speaker: Slyvia Hale "Women in Development";

>

RESEAUJOIN US AND BEAT THE WINTER BLUES. Rock and Roll Social. When: Friday February 
3,1989. Time: 8:00 pm. Where: Kinsmen Centre on School Street. Cost: $3.00 per person/$5.00 
per couple. Sponsored by: THE NEW BRUNSWICK NEW DEMOCRATS. Please join us and 
bring your friends. For further information please contact: D. Niles (472-0313) or Sharon Flinn 
(472-0368 H) (4534501 O)

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Meeting every Tuesday evening 7:30 pm, Tartan 
Lounge in Alumni Memorial Building. Tues. March 
7 Topic: "Materialism". All welcome.

Pancake Supper. Shroud Tuesday. Tues. Feb. 7.5:00 - 6:30 
pm. Cathedral Memorial Hall, 168 Church Street.

Cedric Mayson. A South Africian Methodist minister and 
former editor of the now banned Pro Veritate. Mr. 
Mayson was charged with treason, jailed and then 
escaped South Africa. An opportunity is available 
to meet informally with him on Fri. Feb. 3, 2:00-3:30 
in the SUB Rm 103. All welcome.

Holy Cross Vocation Awareness Weekend. Feb. 11-13 at
Andre House, 22 Gray St. For information contact 
Father Bechamp 454-2617 or Father Higgins at STU 
Chaplaincy Office.

16*78 to cho
Oder Catalog

Or, rush $2.00 
11322 Idaho Ave., 

Custom resea
SPECIAL LECTURE AT UNB FREDERICTON. The English department at the University of 

New Brunswick will present a special lecture on Thursday, Feb. 2, at 7:30 pm in Room 28 of 
Tilley Hall on the Fredericton campus. The Speaker will be Alan Kennedy, chairperson of the 
department of English at Dalhousie University. Dr. Kennedy's topic will be What Shall We Do 
with the Post-modern University?: English Departments and the New Critical Practices. The 
lecture is drawn from Dr. Kennedy's most recent book dealing with the problems of a changing 
discipline in a changing society. Admission, is free and the public is invited to attend. 
Refreshments will be served.

For Sale 
watts/cham 
digital tunii 
Call Peter a

*>»

y
For Sale 

computer 
CPM con 
double-side 
cartridge, 
Asking $48 
0565.

FAR WE 
Royal Bln 
stripe. Pul 
shell. Grea 
Like new. 
more infom

t;

The YM-YWCA will be offering a co-ed weight training/body sculpting course beginning on 
February 23. This course is for individuals who wish to have a basic understanding of program 
design, eat properly, perffom exercises safely and effectively, spot and distinguish differences 
associated with various types of equipment. If your goal is to tone, define, build mass or spot 
train, contact Judy Barry at the Y for further details, 458-1186.

Worship Services
Fnumenical Service. Sunday evenings 6:30 pm. Old 
Arts Chapel. All welcome.

Catholic Masses. Saturdays 5:00 pm. Old Arts 
Sunday Masses 11:00 am and 4:00 pm (St. 
Chapel).

Anglican Eucharist: Sunday 11:00 am, Tues, and 
Wed. 12:30 pm. Old Arts Chapel.

Chapel.
ThomasOn Friday, February 10 the noon hour luncheon speakers' program continues, hosted by the 

Faculty of Administration and the MBA Society, at the University Club, Room 311, during the 
hours of 12:00 - 2:00 pm. A cordial invitation is extended to all intertested students anid faculty. 
SPEAKER: Gary Llewellyn, President, Wandlyn Inns. TOPIC: Wandlyn Inns: Strategies for 
the 1990's.

For Sal 
JACKET, 
(women's 1 
Excellent cc 
DOUBLE- 
Beige in co 
in France. 
(5'8"). Cat 
negotiable. 
7626 evenin

For Sale: 
5 speed, 1 
condition. F 
for Susan or

mm
StudentOn Tuesday the 7th of February the French Film Society is showing L'Acadie, L'Acadie by 

Michel Brault. Time: 5 pm. Place: French Student Lounge, Tilley Hall 230. Members free 
others $1.00.

V

ServicesV

Sunday, Feb. 5, 2 - 4 pm. Opening of 21st annual NEW TALENT 'RQ in UNB Art Centre, 
Mem. Hall. Poetry, visual arts and music composition by UNB and STU students. Prizes will be 
announced at the opening. Display continues until February 12th.

UNB/UMO Student Exchange
Pay your fees at UNB: Attend the University of Maine in Orono! Five 

exchange places are available in this Exchange Program. More information and 
application forms are available at: International Student Advisor's Office, Room 
18, Alumni Memorial Building, UNB Campus.

Application Deadline: Friday, February 17th, 1989

UNB/UMO Scholarships
Three scholarships are available for UNB students to attend the University of 

Maine in Orono for one year. The scholarships include full tuition plus $500 
Can. for travel.

More information and application forms avaUable at: International Student 
Advisor s Office, Room 18, Alumni Memorial Building. UNB Campus.

Application Deadline: Friday, February 17th, 1989

What Do I Do With a Degree In...?
For many students the question of where their degree will lead them is one 

which doesn’t always have an easy answer. However, help is avaUable at the 
Career Library. In the Career Options section there is information on work that 
is related to specific university programmes. Included are graduate surveys 
conducted by the University of Toronto and McMaster University. These surveys 
indicate the various areas where university graduates from each discipline have 
had success in obtaining career opportunities.
.. The Can-eer Library is part of Counselling Services, located in the Alumni 
Memorial Budding. Room 19 (453-4820). Hours are from 8:30 am to noon, and 
1:15 pm to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday.

\ For Sale: 
Hatchback. 
Phone 453-C

For Sale 
Cutlass Crui 
options in< 
am/fm cassi 
paint. Call ( 
leave messag

Grey knit 
McLaggan 1 
Orientation.

Sunday, Feb. 5,2 - 4 pm. Opening of 63rd annual open juried exhibition of Canadian Society of 
Painters in Watercolour. Exhibit continues until February 28th.ft

V/
M,y>I The UNB Film Society presents Peter Smith's NO SURRENDER this Sat., Feb. 4 and Sun.,

Feb. 5 at 8 pm in Tilley 102. Memberships available at door. See the Entertainment section for 
description of the film.

I al
7 1 &

DONALD TAYLOR, Department of Psychology, McGill University. Responding to 
Inequality: From Passive Acceptance to Violent Protest. Friday, February 3, 1989 at 
3:30 pm at Keirstead Hall, Room 104. Coffee will be served. Everyone Welcome!

î The UNB Drama Society will be holding auditions for their first production for this year. The play 
k The Real Inspector Hound by Tom Stoppard. Auditions start at 2:00 pm on Sunday the 5th of 
February at the Memorial Hall. I! Off-Campus Housing

Applications for the University owned apartments for married students "The 
Fred Magee House - 780 Montgomery St.", are now being received at the Off- 
Campus Housing Office, Room 104, Residence Administration Building. For 
appointment call 453-4667, Monday to Thursday.

The new lease term starts May 1, 1989 to April 30, 1990. All full-time 
mamed students with or without children1

can apply and single graduate students.(V
I-

1
J

■i
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Classifieds are provided free of charge to mernbereofth^Intverelt^ommunltY^^^d^^^| 
should be 25 words or less and be accompanied by your name, phone number, and stu
dent number (or position in In the community). Without these, the ad will not be printed.
Submit them in writing to the Brunswickan, Rm. 35, SUB, or drop them off In the basket 
by the office door. The deadline for Classifieds is Monday at 5:00 PM.

CLASSIFIEDS • •

1

Are you travelling toFor Sale: 1981 Chevette. Great, 
condition. $1100. Call 472-5604. Antigonish any weekend this

term? Want some great company? 
Am willing to share expenses. 
Please call Stephanie at 455- 
8212.

We would like to thank Sports Small room for rent in 
Experts and Crabbe Mountain for house extremely close to 
their support of our last social; 
and also express our thanks to the 
houses of Lady Dunn and 
Harrison in preparing for our 

Looking for drive to social. The Men of Aitken 
on February

Call 450-6660 and ask for JACK. 22nd or 23 rd. Willing to
pay gas expenses. Please 
phone Noelle at 453- 
4559.

For Sale)7
Asking $75. One long gown, For sale, rent, or give away:
1987 design, lilac and silver. Multi-colored vest, (Jack-et),
Asking $50. Phone 450-7863. transforms into life preserver, kit

bag, parachute or family-size 
. , tent. Very cheap! (Maybe free!

impression? Stunning long m ru t0 take it!) Montreal
gown; original design (1988), 
metallic gold: Worn only once.
Paid $375. Asking $150. Phone 
450-7863.

university, 
students need 
apply. 452-6794.

Quiet
only>n

drink 
it what's 
ridges

Want to make a lasting
For rent two bedroom

To the guy with the radical x,P 3 r J,1? 6 "1 atc 542
french attitude. Hint: Indian Needham Street.

boots. Mot Bedrooms fully
subordonnant, qu'est-ce que c'est? furnished. Laundry
Les Nouveaux Riches? C'est ca! facilities and heat 

Spring break You intrigue me! Mouse included. Only five
Only 6 spaces left for SPRING minutes from downtown

?H^89!n?ayt°naBeach!!! To the fr°8 in my Bfe: and ten minutes from
$459.95 includes transportation Everyone said, "Kiss a frog and
and accomodation at the you'll get warts." I didn’t listen
HOWARD JOHNSON'S Hotel and they were right. Then I met „ . . , .right on the beach. Call 453- you, tried again, and finally found 3way." Apartment will be
3546 today, or visit the SUB my prince. Your Princess partially
travel office to reserve one of the Lease runs from May to
last remaining seats. Over 65 RED HONDA. One day at Au8ust- Only $ 495 per
UNB students are currently the local wash a red honda was month. If interested
planning to take part in one of parked washing her paint neatly phone 455-8935 
the biggest parties of the year, 
don't miss your chance to join 
them.

i . moccasinFor Sale, Rent or Give Away: 
Red leather UNB Phys. Ed. 
jacket. Almost new. Hardly 
used. Reason for selling: 
switched to easier faculty. Call 
452-2165 and ask for KENT.

For Sale: 1974 Village 
Mobile Home, 54X12. Phone 
446-5813 after 6 pm.

Skis For Sale: Rossignol St. 
watts/channel 5 band equalizer Comp. 175 cm. Excellent 
digital tuning. Asking $225 neg. Condition $100. Phone 459-8778

after 4:30.

nting
>n

RESEARCH PAPERS
16278 to choose from—all subjects
Oder Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO1an
USD 800*81*222arch campus. Convenience 

store located a blockOr, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 

Custom research also available—all levelsI - 6:30
>et. furnished. > i

For Sale: JVC Receiver 40d
Mr.

then Call Peter at 455-0565.
able after

ProfessionalFor Sale: Commodore 128 
computer (C-64 compatible, 
CPM compatible). 1571 - 
double-sided disk drive. Fast load 
cartridge, disks and joystick. 
Asking $485, Call Peter at 455- 
0565.

FAR WEST JACKET for sale. 
Royal Blue with light grey 
stripe. Pull-over GORE-TEX 
shell. Great for spring skiing. 
Like new. Asking $125. For 
more information call 450-9861.

::00-3:30 she was her face with a smile and 4:00pm. 
kindness was marked. Without 
being forward not wanting to 
crash, a note I placed near the

Commitvpe
Offering Professional 
Typing an Computer 

Services 
Lazer Printing 

Reports/ Resumes 
Thesis/ Graphics 
Hours: 9-9 Daily 

Margaret Pirie, B.A. B.Ed, 
457-1108

at TYPING
LAURA ANDERSON 
201 MacDonald Ave.

472-6309

itact BREAK!SPRING
KILLINGTON VT! Ski the best dash, inviting friendship, 
of the east. Two spots left. Call although it was hard. Red Honda 
Andrew at 455-5663.

atSTU

I wish you the best and continued 
success, with your grace and 
kindness you have all to gain 
including the best.
To My favorite "greasy 

politician," I COULD JUST 
SCREAM!!

>m. Old
Reports
Papers

Resumes
Your work typed on a word 

processor by an experienced 
english secretary. Pick up 

and delivery available. 
Telephone Teresa 

459-0401 
Calculations 

Schedules
Correspondence______

Late l
)ld Arts 
0 pm (St.

"Let
jsi sweatheart" AIESEC-UNB 

Sing-A-Gram order one 
for your love this 
valentine's day. Order 

5 will be taken Feb. 9th 
$140 and 10th in SUB Lobby 

per month plus heat and from 11:00 AM to 4:00 
electricity.

me call you I

Couch For Sale: Large and in 
For Sale: One SUN-ICE good condition. $60. If interested 

JACKET. Mens medium call Barb at 455-0617, weekdays 
(women's large), red and blue, between 7 am and 2 pm. 
Excellent condition. $75. MEN'S 
DOUBLE-BREASTED suit.
Beige in colour, fine wool, made 
in France. Fits average build 
(5'8"). Can be altered. $125 
negotiable. Call Faye at 454- 
7626 evening or weekends.

To rent
and To rent immediately: 

Large room in 
bedroom house.

Z

JVC 14" TV, fully remote 
control, extra Christmas gift, full 
three yr warranty. $350. Brother 
Delux ' 550 TR Manual 
Typewriter. $50. Aquarium Fish- 
Tank complete set, never been 
used. $50. 15 Foot coaxian Tv 

For Sale: 1983 Mustand ULX, cable $5. 80 Ft. telephone cable 
5 speed, low mileage good $10. Call 459-3422. 
condition. Phone 453-4513, ask 
for Susan or 472-2632 after 5.

Great PM. 
plenty of 
hardwood

„ . roommates,Personals storage,
to repl^youTquestion last week flOOrS. 15 min. walk 
- my banana is still green... if you from campus. 271
sXÎ Jungk pïh.1 Montgomery St. Call
night at the Social Club... I hear 453-7913. 
there are XXX prizes and "stuff’ is 
cheap - so if you think your 
coconuts are firm enough... I'll be 
lion in wait.
Your Tarzan

The gentlemen of Neill 
would like to thank the 
Beaver Foods staff for 
their house dinner last 
week, and would also 
like to apologize for any 
comments made to the 
waitresses by certain 
individuals.

Todd Mcl: Valentines day 
is fast approaching; Do 
you know where yours 
is????

Lost: Burgandy framed 
the corner of eyeglasses in burgandy -

Montgomery and Regent case. Lost in or around
Street. Serious inquiries Carleton Hall or the
only please. Call 457- Bookstore. If found
0331 and ask for Pam or please call Simone at
leave a message.

\s
>rono! Five 
mation and 
ffice. Room Looking for a quiet, 

non-smoker, female 
university student to

Drive

DRIVE goint to TORONTO,
ONT. for midterm break. Leaving 
February 24. Returning March 5. Jane: Look for me at the Safari s^are a Par^Y furnished 
If interested call Paul at 357-2322 party tomorrow night. Don't tell two bedroom apartment, 
or455-7730. Tarzan. From . May 1, 89 to

Love Cheetah September 1, 89 or from
M?y 1, 89 to May 1,90. 
Tt *. apartment is located

For Sale: 1982 4 dr. Chevette 
Hatchback. 110,000 km. $1900.
Phone 453-0117 after 5 pm.

For Sale: 1980 Oldsmobile 
Cutlass Cruiser V8, loaded with 
options inch: factory mags, 
am/fm cassette, air cond., new Halifax for February 2, 1989. 
paint. Call Chris at 455-4054 or Willing to help pay for expenses, 
leave message.

Jniversity of 
plus $500

nal Student
I. Looking for a drive to and from

D. You Can ring our jingle 
collar anytime. Thanks for the 
music and the memories. Hope to 
make this a regular occurence so
we can get to nibble ___er, I
mean, know each other better. 
Cat Man & the Artist

on
them is one 
able at the 
n work that 
ite surveys 
ese surveys 
cipline have

Call 454-0322. Ask for Janet

Grey knitted mittens found in Drive going to PEI on Feb. 
McLaggan Hall. Pick up at SUB 10, returning Feb. 12. If 
Orientation. interested call 450-7863. 453-4925.

the Alumni 
a noon, and

3GREATEST HITS
CFNBidents "The 

at the Off- 
ilding. For CFNBMORNINGS WITH TOM BROWN,

MIDDAY WITH MATT HARLEN AND AFTERNOON WITH JOHN DAY! &
............. • • ..............11 full-time 

te students.

1
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THE ULTIMATE COSTUME PARTY!

NOT JUST FOR GRADS!!>\V' '*
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COLLEGE HILL SOCIAL CLUB 
GREAT COSTUME PRIZES -< 

8:00PM - 2:00AM ■
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